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Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I wish to thank the officers and
crew of the Kickapoo who made it
possible for me to attend the funeral
of my child. I received the sad news
on the S. S. Hartwellson while a n 
chored on the shoals Sunday. We
left there Monday morning bound
for Bucksport, and our captain tried
all that day to get in touch with the
Coast Guard to take me ashore, but
there seemed to be none available
In our vicinity.
Finally we received a wire from
the Kickapoo stating th at she would
meet us at Rockland, and the follow
ing morning a life boat from th at
ship met us well outside the break
water. I can not speak too highly of
those fine men who rowed through a
harbor covered with heavy skim ice
and never once slowed up. In all
my 28 years on the water, they were
the ablest lifeboat crew I have ever
seen in action.
John T. Sullivan
Rockland. Peb. 21.
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Prom the files cf The Courler-Oalearn th a t:—
The Knox Bar Association gave a
banquet at Hotel Rockland in honor
of Justice H erbert T. Powers of
Houlton.
Tony the Greek was a t Knox Hos
pital recovering from injuries inflict
ed when he fell a flight of stairs.
Francis Orne was elected president
of the Forty Club.
Carl O. Flint, twice manager of the
Western Union office in this city died
in Union
Steamer North Haven hours over
due gladdened the hearts of an
anxious group on Tillson wharf by
suddenly looming out of the storm.
The craft had been obliged to turn
back when near Hurricane, and was
held outside of the Breakwater by
slush ice.
Fourteen divorces were granted in
Superior Court.
zette wt

Dudley M. Holman writes from
Quincy. Mass., to express the hope
th a t Hotel Rockland was not as badly
damaged by fire as reports in the
Boston papers Indicated, and to ex
press his appreciation of Landlord
M. Frank Donohue. Mr. Holman
adds: “I suppose you have had as
severe a winter as we have had here
and those who thought that the old
fashioned winters had disappeared
from New England have a chance to
, revise their opinion. Rockland seems
more like home to me than any other
i place and it Is always a pleasure to
I go down even if only for a few days.”

R ockland, M aine, T hursday, F ebruary 21, 1935

A T T H E C A P IT O L

T H E S T A T E PRISO N

President Harold E. Weeks of the
Maine Senate, believes it will be pos
sible for the Legislature to reach final
adjournment by April 6. ‘‘It looks to
me now th a t we probably will ad
journ a t the usual time—sometime
the first of April and probably
around April 6 this year," Weeks
said The legislative session begin
ning the first of January generally
lasts about three months.
• • • •
A ruling by Senate President
Weeks that the m atter had not been
“properly presented to the Senate”
caused the rejection of Gov. Brann's
communication accompanied by a
memorial to Congress urging the use
of granite in Public Works. Week’s
ruling followed remarks by Senator
Franz U. Burkett of Cumberland who
tabled the communication and me
morial last week. Burkett, rising to
a point of order, said he tabled the
matter with “no idea of objecting to
its passage but because I believed it
was not properly before this body.”
• • • •

Population Is N ow A t Peak
— W hat the A nnual R e 
port Shows

Representative Scates <D) former
executive councillor, told the Maine
Judiciary Committee Tuesday the
Governor's Council "perhaps would
not be criticized so much if they
opened their doors and let the people
know what they are doing.” Scates,
who spoke in favor, of a bill which
proposed abolition of the Governor’s
Council, charged the executive coun
cillors. now in office, conducted their
There are more CCC camps than meetings and voted “behind closed
If yod don't put on too much sDeed
when you're young you'll have some colleges and universities in this coun doors."
try—1.640 to 1,466
left when you're old.
Two other former councillors. At
torney William S Linnell of Port
land and former State Senator
Frank W. Carlton of Woodwich^ and
a former Maine governor. William
Tudor Gardiner, spoke in opposition
OPP. K N O X C O U N T Y T R U S T CO., R O C K LA N D
to the measure, which also was sup
W ILL CONTINUE BUSINESS A S U SU A L
ported strongly by Its sponsor. Sena
The same policy and prices will prevail with these Weekend Specials
tor Fernald fR.) of Waldo.
A companion bill to the one proA . D. S. COD LIVER OIL, 51c
! posing abolishment of the Governor’s
A. D. S. M INERAL OIL, 43c
Council provided for the election of
the council by th e people instead of
A Pocket T in of A. D. S. Pure Aspirin Free w ith a Sale of Either
by the Legislature. The measure was
of Above Articles
23-24
introduced and supported by Repre
sentative Everett N. Hobbs of Hope,
who said Maine was the only State
of the three having Councils which
has its councilors chosen by the law
makers.
“I believe.” said Hobbs, "the people
UN PAR ALLELED ! NEW ! DIFFERENT!
of Maine should have more to say
C om e One! Come A ll! To The Paramount
about who should be the councilors,
Every Saturday For Your
and I believe, also, the candidates
T asty Fresh Yellow-Eyed or Pea Beans
( for the council should go onto the
15c pint; 25c quart
' primary ballot to fight It oqt in the
A lso Our Own Cole Slaw, 15c pint; 25c quart
contest.”
»
Massachusetts and New Hampshire
Param ount Restaurant and Luncheonette, Inc.
permit the people to elect the coun
N E X T TO W O O LW O R TH-S
cilors Hobbs said.

JO H NSTO N’S D R UG STORE

EXTRA!

E X T R A !!

Don't fail to purchase your tickets
for the Oh. Doctor musical comedy,
benefit Rockland Lions Club, and
Citizens Civic Committee, tickets 49c.
—adv.
IL

THATS SERVICE!
"T h a t's service." said A rth u r Dougherty of la m d rn . as he
joyously announced that he had retrieved “Chum ,” his valued fox
hound, four hours after the advertisement had appeared in the
Classified Section of The Courier-Gazette. His delight has a parallel
'In the paper's gratification a t the elfiicacy of its department dedi
cated to the people's needs.
Sim ply phone Rockland 770. ask for the Classified Ad Editor
and state your needs—what you have lost or found, have to sell or
want to buy, wish to hire, hope to let or desire to exchange. Those
little advertisements will do the rest and the expense is astonish
ingly small.

The population of the State Prison
is 309, according to the current Issue
of “Vox.” the newspaper published by
the inmates. There were 25 commit
ments last month, three were paroled,
one was discharged and one parole
violator was returned.
The following extracts from the
annual report are here presented:
“Prison discipline has reached a
very high state under the Grade and
Honor system. There are very few
infringements of the prison rules,
and the men perform their tasks dili
gently, many taking a deep interest In
their work.
“Protestant services are conducted
each Sunday under the direction of
Miss Bertha Luce, who is an excep
tionally fine musician. Pastors from
local churches alternate each Sun
day, this with th e fine musical pro
gram rendered by Miss Luce, keeps
th e attendance a t services at a high
average. The Salvation Army have
charge of one service each month,
and these services have always been
outstanding for th eir interest and
attendance. Catholic services are
held the third Sunday of each month
under the direction of Rev. Father
James A. Flynn. Father Flynn has
always been outstanding, and his
services attended by Catholic and
Protestant alike.
"Baseball has been for many years
the outstanding sport a t the prison,
and is entered Into by a large ma
jority of the inmates; football, races
and other games are indulged in, but
with fewer followers.
A new Talking Picture machine
was installed in th e Chapel in Octo
ber 1933, pictures are shown from the
first of November until the last of
April every Sunday afternoon and
holidays. The men take a great in 
terest in these and look forward to
their presentation.
“During the year the services of an
experienced farmer were obtaind.
more land leased in the vicinity of
the prison and the raising of produce
greatly extended. This is the first
year in the history of the prison th a t
all vegetables consumed were raised
in the prison gardens. Besides the
fresh vegetables produced and con
sumed the canning department put
up 17 000 cans of corn, beans, peas,
tomatoes, greens, etc.”

Through the co-operation
of the manufacturers of
SCIENTIFIC

MOLDS U» TWO ASC M * '

For Advertizing
We arc selling these nationally
known shoes for two weeks, begin
ning

T H U R SD A Y , FEB. 7
AT

V IVI-TO NE
INSTRUM ENTS

$ 3 .9 5

See and hear the Electric Energized
Vivl-Tone Musical
Instruments
at the Lions Food F air at Camden
Opera House, M arch 7, 8, 9. On
display a t Music Service Shop
Booth. First time to be displayed
in Maine.
Hear the Vivl-Tone
G uitar w ith tone volume equal to
the concert grand piano.
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W e P rint
Everything
Printable!

A tten tion ,
P a ck ers Of Fish!
ONCE USED
SALT F IS H BARRELS
HALVES AND KEGS
Always Ready For Immediate Ship
ment. W rite for Quotations,
Delivered a t Your Station
Also For Sale. Butte. Casks and
Sugar Barrels
H E N R Y A- T H O R N D IK E
P. O. Box 43.
Newport, R. I.

17-tf

STATIONERY SPECIAL
B aby and Started
C hicks

$ 1 .2 5 a box
Y o u r personal S ta tio n e r y printe<| w ith you r n am e
and a d d ress in blue or b la c k ink.
in ch es, I 5 0 sh eets, 10 0 e n v e lo p e s.
in ch es, 1 5 0 sh eets, 1 0 0 e n v e lo p e s.

L a d ie s’ size, 6 x 7
M e n ’s size, 6 x 9
P rinted on h ig h

grade w h ite bond paper in p lain or laid finish.

RO CKS A ND REDS
One, two and three weeks old at
attractive prices.
Also Hawes’
Cross Pullets, baby or started a t
slightly additional cost. Call and
see these husky, vigorous chicks
for yourself.

Maine Pioneer Hatchery
A. C. HAW ES,

UNIO N, M E.
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goo d s iz e for all k in d s o f e v e r y d a y n o te s and letters.

W E BU Y

THE

C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E
Rockland, Maine

OLD

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniela
JEW ELER

S70 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

You know w hat these shoes are—
and a ll new
Widths from AA to EEE
Rlack. Brown, Ties and Straps
Kid or Calfskin— Cuban and Low
1 Heels
ALSO 541 P A IR S NO VELTY

PUM PS A N D TIES
$3.00 and $3.50 Value
Brown and Black

$ 1 .9 8

R. E. N U T T
SHOE STO RE
436 M A IN S T .

ROCKLAND

M A IL O R D E R S F IL L E D
Sole Agents fo r the One and Only
ARCH H E A L T H SHOE

W A T E R PIPES
REPAIRED & RELAID
Inside and
out, digging includ
ed. Pipes wired o u t Sewers dug,
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
er. Floors cemented and walls re
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
work, etc.

S. E. Eaton
T E L . 1187-Y

R O C K LA N D . ME.
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SUPERIOR COURT A D JO U R N S
M uch W ork D isposed Of In E igh t-D ay Session
— S even teen D ivorces G ranted

’ll
1

’m l

.W A S H IN G T O N

A dark period in Am eriran history was that from 1775 to 1783.
Patriotism was not larking as we fought the rausr of Liberty, and
sacrifices were readily made, but wr had little money and less credit.
It needed a courageous leader like Washington, and it needed finan 
cial men who dared advance the funds w ith which to continue.
Thank God we had both!

PA REN TS OFTEN TO BLAME
For Their C hildren’s F ailure In Life— A n Inter
view W ith Dr. Farrington
Parents, through misplaced senti normally happy life, surrounded by
mentality, are often to blame for the comforts they were accustomed
to in their own homes.
their children's failure in life.
It was not long after the founding
Such is the opinion expressed by
of the school that Miss Bancroft was
Dr E A. Farrington, child specialist, able to demonstrate how children,
and director of the Bancroft School, whose behaviour had presented
Haddonfield, N. J., and Garthgannon problems with which their parents or
a t Owls Head, in an interview on the ordinary schools were unable to deal,
occasion marking the completion by could be trained to br social human
beings caoab'e of functioning in a
the school of 50 years of training
normal world. In cases of extreme
maladjusted
children.
Bancroft
mental retardation, where such
School, the first special school for
development was not possible, she
mentally retarded children to be
did however, .'how how children of
established in New Jersey, is one of
I this tvpe could be kent happy and
the oldest in the country.
busy at occupations within the scope
“When a child fails at school.” riF
of their capacity
Farrington said, "nine chances out
The basic principles upon which
of ten he is suffering from some
she founded the school—to provide
mental retardation which requires
a pleasant home for children who
apecialized treatment. Many parents,
were “different” and out of place in
however either because they fear to
an ordinary environment, to give
face the fact th a t their child is ‘dif
them advantages and outlets enjoyed
ferent’. or because they are unwilling
by normal children and. where pos
to send him away from home deny
sible, to train them to take their place
him his chance for happiness by
in a normal society—and most of the
' failure to supply the proper training
methods of training she advocated
and environment while he Is still
are still followed a t th e Bancroft
tyoung enough to be influenced.
School, a monument to her patience
“Place a child in a group of his
and wisdom.
) peers, where, in relation to them, he
• • • ■
is normal, and his chances for mental
One
has
only
to see the pupils of
development are increased a hun
Bancroft
at
their
studies, in the
dredfold. But allow him to remain
among his mental superiors and he work-shops, carving in wood, weaving
will develop a feeling of inferioritv baskets, modelling in clay, painting
which will make him self-centered drawing, weaving rugs, or a t their
egotistical, always on the defensive play, a t hockey, tennis, basketball,
and stubbornly resistant to training digging In their gardens, or in their
weekly dancing classes, to realize how
of any kind."
I t was the recognition of this fact happy the children are. Their activi
which prompted Margaret Bancroft ties are so like what the students of
in 1884. to open the Bancroft School any good boarding school might be
as a boarding school devoted exclu doing, that it is difficult to believe
sively to the care of children whose they are what is commonly known as
mental Endowments were below "problem" children
The teaching methods initiated by
normal. Previous to th at time, little
was done to improve the condition of Miss Bancroft and improved upon as
such children.
When ordinary scientists concerned themselves with
I methods of discipline and training the problem of retardation, have
1failed, the children were usually al- proved so successful th at the Ban
! lowed to drift until eventually they croft School Is now a center for
research in the subject. With the
became charges of the State.
spread of the fame of Miss Bancroft’s
• • • •
As a teacher in the Philadelphia success, her school naturally became
public schools. Miss Bancroft had the focal point for scientific experi
come to see the futility of trying to mentation, when, some 25 years ago.
educate backward children together the physical basis of most mental
with those of average mental growth. retardation first was recognized
She became interested in the problem Whatever science has proved to be of
of their separate education and in  benefit in the way of physical treat
duced the school superintendent to ment to stimulate mental growth. Is
allow her to teach a class comprised added to the school's course of train
of pupils who failed tn the regular ing.
• • • •
, classes. As a result of her work she
Dr. Farrington, who, a t Miss Ban
was convinced that if such children
were segregated and properly trained croft's death in 1912. succeeded her
by teachers who had made a special as director of the school, has devoted
■study of the problem, their chances a great portion of his professional
of happiness and the possibility of career to the study of the ductless
their fitting into a normal environ glands and their relation to mental
backwardness. His researches have
ment were Infinitely increased
She recognized, however, that, the proved of such great benefit, as
children required more continuous demonstrated by results obtained at
.supervision than was afforded bv the the school, that Bancroft has a t
hours of a day school. Because she tracted scientists from all over the
found that the daily return to their world who are studying the problem
homes impeded their progress she of mental retardation, its cause and
decided th a t the best results could be cure.
Every passible method known to
achieved only if the children were
constantly under the care of their science of stimulating the physical
and mental growth of backward
teachers.
■ •a w
children ts used at Bancroft. Diet
When she conceived the idea of a and nutrition are carefully supervised.
boarding school for retarded children Gland medication is given where
Miss Bancroft went for advice to the necessary. Massage, medical gym
most celebrated neurologist of his nastics. light treatments and electro
time. Dr. S. Weir Mitchell. With Dr. therapy are provided Speech defects
Mitchell’s encouragement and with are corrected. In short, everything is
the help of Dr. W. W. Keen, one of done to perfect the physical equip
Philadelphia's most famous phy ment of the pupils in the belief that
sicians. she embarked on the project the physical state affects the mental.
of boarding school where mentally re
The school recognizes, however, the
tarded children of good family might paramount Importance of the social
be assured of a chance to achieve a attitude of Its pupils. One of the

The Pebrtjary term of Knox County for support of minor children. Tir
Superior Court finally adjourned at rell for libellant.
Madeline E Trundy from S Del4 o'clock yesterday afternoon, short
ville Trundy of Rockland, cruel and
ened to eight days through the fact
abusive treatment. Custody of Flor
th a t Justice Manser is an indefatig ence Trundy. minor child, granted to
able worker. The cost of the term Madeline E. Trundy until further
was $1147 of which $503 was dis order of Court. S. Delville Trundy
to have the right to visit with and to
tributed among jurors.
have minor child visit him at rea
• • • •
Justice Manser affixed his signa sonable times and places. Libellee to
ture to 17 divorce libels and one an pay to libellant the sum of $3 00 per
nulment. 12 of th e divorces being week for support of minor child. Tir
,
granted to the wife. Here Is the list: rell for libellant.
Joseph Pushaw from Flora E.
Dorothy M. Fales from Woodbury
Pushaw of Hope, cruel and abusive
P. Fales. both of Rockland, adultery.
treatment. Tirrell for libellant.
Libellant to recover against the
Ellery D Preston of Rockland from
libellee the sum of four dollars per
Emma A. Preston of New York, cruel
week for the next six months. Buzj and abusive treatm ent Tirrell for
zell & Thornton for libellant.
i libellant.
Mildred F. Brewster of Rockland
The marriage of Beatrice Callahan
from George K. Brewster of Yakima. and Malcolm Callahan both of RockWashington, desertion. Charles King j land was annulled. Petitioner was
for libellant.
i granted the right to resume her
Doris M. Ripley of Thomaston from maiden name. Beatrice Clark. Bur
Francis M. Ripley of Rockland, •de rows for the petitioner.
sertion. Custody of Francis M. Rip
• • • •
ley Jr. granted to Doris M. Ripley until
These sentences were imposed
further order of Court. Libellant to Tuesday: Floyd Berry, operating a
recover against libellee the sum of motor vehicle while under the influ
$5 00 each week for support of minor ence of intoxicating liquor, 30 days In
children. Wilbur for libellant.
jail; Chester Reed, operating a mo
Gladys H. Bussell from Linwood C. tor vehicle while under the influence
Bussell of Rockland, cause of cruel of intoxicating liquor, continued to
and abusive treatment. Libellant is the May term; Leon Murray, driving
permitted to resume her maiden dnink. 30 days in jail.
name. Gladys Harrington Smalley
• • • •
for libellant.
The negligence ease of Bernard
Helen S. Blanchard of Roekland Poulin a minor, of Pittsfield, who
from Irving E. Blanchard of Lewis brought action by Edward Poulin, his
ton. cruel and abusive treatment. father and next friend, against Ella
Libellant is permitted to resume her j Wilcox of Quincy was entered. The
maiden name, Helen F. Sprague. ; accident occurred Aug. 16. 1934, on
Smalley for libellant.
the state highway in Plttstfleld.
Katherine S. Sharpe of Owl's Head Plaintiff was awarded the sum of
from William Sharpe of New York $1900. by agreement. James Connelcruel and abusive treatment. Otis for lan appeared for the plaintiff and
lib",lant.
Burleigh Martin represented the de
Harold Bunker from Helen Bunker fendant
of Matinicus. adultery. Custody of
In attendance during the term was
Osmond and Albert, minor children Frank Harding, son of the late exgranted to Harold Bunker until fur Bheriff Harding, and a promising
ther order of Court Helen Bunker young law student.
to have the right and privilege to visit
Deputy Sheriff Granville N. Bachminor children and to have minor ! elder of St. George is a person of
children visit her at reasonable times some consequence in Kno County
and places
Tirrell for libellant. Superior Court. Leastwise he has the
Ingraham for libellee.
j first word and last word—in his
Evelyn M Merrill from Mvrven W I capacity as crier.
Merrill of Hooe cruel and abusive
treatment. Dwinal for libellant.
IN PRO BA TE C O U R T
Frederick H. Moore of Thomaston
from Janet Chalmers Moore of parks
Inventories filed; Estates of Ralph
unknown, desertion.
Custody of
W Bickford Rockland. $16,230; Ed
Audrey Rebecca and Ruth Margaret
win O Ludwig, Rockland. $14 366;
granted to Frederick H. Moore until
Nellie Prescott. Newton, Mass., $15,further order of Court. Strout for
600; Alonzo Maker. Rockland. $500;
libellant.
! Lillian Judkins. Rockland, $276.
George B. Small from Bertha B
Small of Camden, cruel and abusive
B O A T S T R U C K REEF
treatment. Montgomery and Gillmor
for libellant.
Inez C. Bronkie from Frederick A Bodies O f T w o L obster Fish
Bronkie of Rockport, extreme cruelty
erm en R ecovered By Pa
Custody of Roger C. Bronkie and
trol Boat 21 I
Jane Bronkie, minor children granted
to Inez C. Bronkie until further order
Gilbert Alley. 45. and Josiah S.
of Court Libellant to recover against
the libellee the sum of $2500. Dwinal I Alley, 50 were drowned near Jonesport Tuesday when their rowboat
for libellant.
Mabel P. Allen of Camden from struck a sunken reef while they were
Harold F Allen of Hope, adultery. on their way to salvage laths which
Libellant is permitted to resume her came from the wrecked motorship
maiden name, Mabel Porter. Smal Rio Tambo. The bodies were found
some time later, an d taken Into
ley for libellant.
Susie Mildred Shields of Rockland Jonesport by Patrol Boat 211. com
from William Shields of Thomaston, manded at the time by First Mate
cruel and abusive treatment. Rob Alfred Faber. Medical Examiner
erts for libellant
Johnson of Machias rendered a ver
Sarah B. Pinkham from Raymond dict of death by accidental drowning,
B. Pinkham of Union, cruel and in each case.
abusive treatment. Libellant to have
Both men were lobster fishermen.
custody of minor children Virginia Gilbert is survived by his wife and
May and Raymond B. J r . Raymond one daughter, and Josiah is survived
Pinkham to have the right to see and by his wife.
visit children at reasonable times
and places and the right to have chil
CANDELABRA
dren visit with him. Libellee to pav
The maple tree's a candelabra.
From
stark
branches gleam the stara.
to libellant the sum of $8.00 a week
And on its most conspicuous bough.
most difficult problems presented by
backward children Is their tendency
to be anti-social. To correct this, all
sorts of group activities, such as
games, sports, competitions, teas,
dinners and dances, a t which all the
recognized social amenities are ob
served. are organized.
At the Owl's Head camp, to which
the school moves in th e summer, the
children have all the outlets for
physical energy enjoyed by normal
children. They go in for swimming,
boating, fishing, tennis, basketball,
archery and the like.
The camp, comprising 28 acres
overlooking Penobscot Bay. and the
school, with Its nine buildings, set
in 13 acres of lawn, gardens and
woodland at Haddonfield. N J„ were
willed by Miss Bancroft, to the school
corporation I formed some years prior
to h er death). In 1928. the school
was re-incorporated as a non-profitmaking educational foundation on a
self-perpetuating baste, dedicated to
th e work of caring for and training
retarded children.

Vividly, burns Mars
Lc Baron Cooke In The Commonweal

YOUR F A V O R IT E POEM
Tf I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The Iors of these tastes Is a loss
of happiness—Charles Darwin.
MT VERNON BELLS
Where Potomac’s stream Is flowing.
Virginia's border through:
Where the white sail shlp.s are going.
Sailing to the ocean blue.
Hush the sound of mirth and singing.
Silent every one.
W h ile th e so lem n b ells are rin g in g .

By the tomb of Washington.
R e fr a in

Tolling and knelling,

W ith a sweet, sad so u n d ;

O'er the waves the tones are swelling
By Mount Vernon’s sacred ground
Long ago the warrior slumbered:
Our country's father slept:
Long among the angels numbered.
They the hero soul have kept.
But the children’s children love him.
And his name revere;
So where willows wave above him.
Sweetly, still, his knell you hear.
Sail, O ships, across the billows!
And bear the story far.
How he sleeps beneath the willows.
•’First In peace and first In war.’
Tell, while sweet adteux are swelling
Till you come again.
He within the hearts Is dwelling
Of his loving countrymen.
—Unknown.
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tvery-utner-vay
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A Brooklyn R eader T hinks Initiated By Lions C lub Y es The meeting of the Rockport Farm C. j . 'Bowley A n n o u n c e s The Book Committee of the Li
Bureau scheduled for Feb 26 has
brary Association which includes
Search me, oh God, and know my
terday— 'Fr. K enyon’s A d  been cancelled.
Im provem ents T o th e Fa Robert Walker. Miss M. Grace Walk- [
Justice Has M iscarried, and
heart: try me, and know my
er. Miss Edna F. Boggs, Frank D. j
dress— Child D ancers
Sees M ob Ju d g m e n t
m ous G ulfpride
The Trytohelp Club was enter
thoughts.—Psalm 139:23.

Rowe, Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Mrs. Ella ;
The Rockland Lions Club yesterday tained Monday evening a t the home
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“Although Gdlfpride has been gen Cunningham, Mrs. Gertrude R ow e,,
of
Mrs.
Albert
Young
with
16
mem
Because I love my country so much held what proved to be one of the
erally acknowledged to be the world's Mrs. Nettie Vlnal, Mrs. Florence I
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Flint’s Weekend Specials

FISH and
LOBSTERS

FLINT’S MARKET
> c yi

RO A STIN G PORK,
BONELESS POT R O A ST,
NEW LY CORNED BRISKET,
NEW LY CORNED THICK RIB,

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

LEAN STEWING BEEF,
LEAN H AM BURG ,

20c
15C

LB.

PORK CHOPS,
BONELESS SIRLOIN,
C U BE D STEAK,

lb.
lb.
lb.

TOP R O U N D STEAK,
S U G A R CURED H A M TO FRY,

25c
lb.
lb.

Buy T hursday A ftern oon For F riday.
T h is store w ill b e closed F ebruary 2 2
W ashington’s B irthday
BEET GREENS,
peck
CALIF. NAVEL O RAN G ES, doz. 29c, 39c,
G RAPEFRUIT,
7 for
G O LDEN RIPE B A N A N A S,
4 lbs.
G REEN MT. POTATOES,
bushel
O NIONS,
10 lb. bag

29c
49c
25c
25c
39c
33c

D IA M O N D CRYSTAL SALT,
10 lb. bag
PU R E CIDER VINEG AR,
3 pint bots.
W H IT E HOUSE COFFEE,
lb.
C A LU M E T BAKING PO W DER,
Ib. tin
F A N C Y CRABM EAT,
2 cans
FA N C Y PACK PEACHES,
2 lge. tins
FR U IT S FOR SA LA D ,
lge. tin
S U G A R , bulk only,
10 lbs.

19c
25c
25c
27c
45c
35c
29c
48c

SPECIAL SA T U R D A Y SALE
O ne 14 oz. Bottle Snider’s Ketchup.
ch
O ne 2 2 oz Can Snider’s Beans,
Z vC
Norw egian Sardines,
3 cans 19c
W et Pack Shrimp,
2 cans 21c
Jel-Sert, all flavors,
6 pkgs. 2 5 c
Libby Evaporated Milk,
3 tall cans 19c
M initm ix,
package 2 5 c
Snider’s Vegetable Soup,
5 cans 25c
Dill or Sour Pickles,
2 large jars 35c
Early June Peas,
can 10c
Post Toasties,
2 pkgs. 15c
M A G IC W A T E R ,
G O L D DUST,

large bottle
large package

19c
17c

W e have another small lot o f those beautiful G en 
eral Food Cook Books. Get yours early. T h ey
w on ’t last long.

" E V E R Y T H IN G

TO

EAT"

A . Y E A R ’S
F rid a y is Washington's Birthday— the anniversary cf the b irth 
day of the man of whom it is said th a t he never told a lie. W ell,
we have our doubts!
B u t when we tell you th a t we have one swell line of Spring
Hats and Caps we are telling yoo no lie, and we leave it to von. And
notice the prices.

N ew Spring Felt Hats, newest shades, 1 .9 8 ,2 .5 0 , 2 .9 8
N ew Caps in latest patterns,
59c, 75c, 1 .0 0
I f you feel that you ought to pay more for a h at or cap, we'll
gladiy charge you more for these. Anything to satisfy.

For the Bargain for This Week Only we offer—

MEN’S H E A V Y O VER ALLS, at 87c
BOYS’ O VERALLS, 5 to 10, 50c
W e keep telling you to return any goods purchased here if not
satisfactory in every way. I t ’s up to you.

WILLIS AYER

T h e C ourier-G azette
W A N T -A D S
O U R AD-TAKER WILL
BE G L A D TO HELP Y O U

J

. FEYLER’S
■»-

30c
35c

PHONE
770

’1' u x iv i ,V6P-_<:urtl

Every-OtKer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
C O M IN G

N E IG H B O R H O O D

A

R o c k la n d C ou rier-G a zette, T hursday, F eb ru ary 21, 1935
The Public Library will be closed
tomorrow due to the holiday.

EVENTS

Peb. 22—Washington's Birthday dance.
Ocean View Ballroom, given by Junior
League, B'nal B’rlth
Peb. 22—Guest afternoon of Methebesec Club at Unlversallst vestry.
Peb. 25—Thomaston— "I Mvself.” by
Busnell Players, benefit Legion Auxili
ary. at W atts hall.
Feb. 25—Paat Exalted Rulera' Night at
Rockland Lodge of Elks.
Peb. 26—Garden Club at Mrs. Frank
Puller's.
Feb. 2t-March l—"Oh Doctor,” musical
comedy sponsored by Lions Club.
March 1 (2 to 9.30 p. m.)—Women's
Educational Club at G A R. hall.
March 4—Shakespeare Society meets at
home of Mrs. Katherine Derry.
March 2—Knox Pomona Grange meets
a' South Hope.
March 3—Shrove Sunday.
March 6—Aah Wednesday. Lent be
gins.
Mar. 7, 8. 9—Camden—Food Fair spon
sored by Camden-Rockport Lions Club.
March 14—"Pa's Return.'' a Seth Parker
play, at Unlversallst vestry.
March 17—St. Patrick s Day.

V IN A L H A V E N

JAMESON’S SPECIALS

Edward Gonia has an 1804 Bible,
once the property of the late Moses
Robinson.
Congressamn Moran has recom
mended th a t two CCC camps be es
tablished a t Camden.
Mrs. Ella Hyland will be in charge
of public supper at the Undercroft
of St. P ete r’s Chiruch Saturday.
Leona McGraw, 3-year-oTd child
who was badly scalded last week, is
critically ill with pneumonia a t Knox
Hospital.
Charles C . McDonald, th e well
known Thomaston druggist, suffered
an ill tu rn last night, and is a pa
tient a t Knox- Hospital.
Johnston’s drug store will continue
along th e popular lines laid down
by the late proprietor, W. A. Jo h n 
ston, w ith th e son Owen in charge.
“Nice warm weather down this
way,” w rites Editor Fuller, from
Miami, F la. Home letters tell th a t
the conditions inspired him to in 
dulge in an hour of golf.

F A N C Y NATIVE SPR ING P U L L E T S ...... lb
Alice said; "Why Bert, this must be

These Teas are a bargain.

TH E N E W BUTTER W AFER, RITZ 1 Ib pkg

J. A. JAMESON CO.

PR O M PT RELIABLE DELIVERY SERVICE
743 M A IN ST.
ROCKLAND
T F .I., 17 OR 18

Glendenning; treasurer.

11-tf

.2 3

Our Store W ill Be Closed Friday. Order Thursday
For Early Saturday Delivery or For the Holiday

2

Mixed'

.26

a chicken.”

W A L D O CO. PO TA TO ES, good ones .. bush .4 5
FR ESH S P IN A C H ............................
peck .3 5
E N D I V E ............................................................. peck .3 0
L A R G E BUNCH C E L E R Y ...................................... 2 0
L A R G E H EA V Y L E T T U C E .....* ............................ 15
F A M O U S C H O C O L A T E S.......................lb. box .3 5
PEPPERM INT P A T T IE S .......................... lb. box .2 9
M OLASSES C H IP S ......... .......................lb. box .2 9
H E R SH E Y ’S COOKING CHOCOLATE ....fc .3 0
O R A N G E PEKOE T E A ..................................lb .3 5
F A M O U S OOLONG T E A ............................ lb. .2 9

The regular weekly meeting of the
Soul W inning Bible class, under the
leadership of Elizabeth M. Evans will
be held a t th e comer building of the
Mayor T hurston and members of
First B aptist Church Saturday eve
the City Council were dinner guests
ning a t 7.30.
Tuesday n ig h t of Alderman B artlett
The Abram W. Nye garage reopened
David S. Beach, secretary of the at his home a t The Highlands.
for business this week.
Maine L etter Carriers' Association,
Miss Doris Jordan will be supper
leaves tonight for Middletown, Conn.,
Fair and slightly colder today; F ri where he will attend the S tate con chairman for Golden Rod Chapter
vention of the Nutmeg S tate letter Friday, served a t 6. The evening ses
day fair, w ith rising temperature.
carriers on Washington's Birthday. sion will be augmented) by an en ter
tainment.
Hollis M erry of Portland is sub
“The 8tory of the Locomotive—a
stituting for Levi Berry on the night Century of Railroading" will be the
Some local fight, fans may be in
passenger train.
subject of Ralph L. Derby’s illustrated terested to learn that Courtney and
lecture before the Baptist Men's McCoy are heading the bill of spar
The telephone has been installed
League tonight.
President H art ring events a t the Chateau Arena in
at Mrs. Jennie Falla's, 85 Park street.
promises th e best meeting of th e angor tonight.
The num ber 141-J.
season.
Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday
Fire ln th e basement of the P ente
Mrs. E sther Rogers, supervisor of afternoon for sewing. Circle supper
costal Mission gave the departm ent music o f th e public schools, has was in charge of Mrs. Carrie House
a half hour’s work Tuesday after caller a rehearsal of the High School and Mrs. Josephine Lothrop. Capt.
noon.
Girls' Glee Club for Friday a t 10 a. m. H. R. H untley of Edwin Libby Post,
at te high school, to prepare .for their GAR., was a n honor guest. Pupils
A week's vacation is giving the appearance before the Forty Club of Elise Allen Corner presented a
school pupils an eagerly awaited op next Monday.
charming program of dance num 
portunity to shovel snow and do other
bers. those taking part being Lorchores around the house.
A C hristian Science program wiH rain and Elaine Hall and M argaret
be given over WLBZ Saturday at Parsons of Damariscotta; Ruth Rob
The rehearsal for the “Oh Doctor" 8.30 a. m., continuing until fu rth e r
inson, Florence Molloy (Mrs. Cor
play will be in Rockland High School notice. “T h e Monitor "Vitws the
ner's talented assistant), Norma and
auditorium at 7 sharp tonight. The News Program ” will be given every
Martha Seavey, Mary Ulmer, Mary
complete cast Is requested to be there. day a t 1.30 p. m. except S aturday and
Egan. The numbers included tap,
Sunday, over WK3SH.
acrobatic an d classical, and the per
Rockland High School athletes who
formers in th eir attractive costumes
are going to take part in th e Morse
In th e good old days, as we still
delighted' th eir audience by their
High carnival at Bath tomorrow will refer to them, school sleighrides
clever stepping. A program in keep
meet a t th e Lincoln street school at would have been the order of the day.
ing with Washington's Birthday em 
7.45 a. m.
.and those famous sleighs the M am
braced readings by Mrs. Carrie
moth and Favorite would have been
House,
"Along the P ath of Washing
Scores stood in the street last night constantly in demand. South Hope.
ton
Today;"
Mrs. Lothrop. “W ash
waiting a n opportunity to get into Camden an d Warren were th e popu
Strand T heatre. And you would be lar destinations, the Fiske House a t ington a t Valley Forge;" “W ashing
willing to stand if you knew how good South Hope being an especially popu ton the General," Mrs. Stella McRae.
Mr. Shailor of Liberty also con
W1U Rogers is in 'The County C hair lar mecca.
tributed a reading. Mrs. Ina Small
man." O n again today.
Secretary of State Barrows calls was adm itted to membership, and
Capt. William F. Lakeman, a well jthe atten tio n of Maine motorists to Mrs. Irene Winslow was installed as
known steam boat man, died in Som the fact they must have 1935 regis Counsel No. 1 by Mrs. House as past
erville. Mass., yesterday. He former tration plates on motor vehicles op president. Mrs. Susie Karl won the
ly resided in Rockland, and one of erated on th e highways after March mystery. Beano furnished diver
his three children, Mrs. Ralph A. 1. “To avoid possible disappoint sion after business was disposed of.
ments or embarrassment,” he said “it The next meeting will be on March
Smith, lives here.
is advisable not to delay, registration 5, with Mrs. M ina King and Mrs.
Funeral services for Anton A. Hill any longer.” "Every possible exort Belle Bowley in charge of supper. At
were held Wednesday from th e Rus will be made to accommodate the this meeting the birthday anniver
sell F uneral home, the Rev Heine public in th e matter of registration, sary of Comrade Fhilbrick will be
officiating. The bearers were three and the departm ent hopes its efforts observed., and there will be a birth
sons, M artin, Charles and Thomas, may be appreciated,” he said.
day table for members and guests
and a son-in-law Uno Ilvonen. In 
whose birthdays fa ll in March.
The battleship Idaho, commanded
term ent was in Sea View cemetery.
by Capt. P. A. Todd, and carrying
HOPE
Funeral services for Barbara Elaine, 1500 men, will be here one day next
Mrs. George True has left for two
little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John week for re-etandardlzatlon on the weeks' visit w ith her daughter. Miss
T. Sullivan, were held at the resi Rockland course. The big chaps have Olive True in Boston. It was Mrs.
dence on Pine street yesterday a t
not been a t this port for some time, True's intention to go from Portland
o’clock. Besides the parents she and the Idaho will look ra th e r pon to Boston by airplane, weather per
leaves two sisters Agnes and Lillias derous ln comparison with th e light mitting.
and a half-brother, Willis.
Miss Rachel Noyes spent a few
cruiser New Orleans which completed
its trials Monday. The battleship days vacation with Miss Alice Mor
Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E., observes, has a tonnage nearly 3 \ i tim es as ton in Farmington.
past exalted rulers' night next M on great as the New Orleans. The craft
Forest Thom as of Vermont was
day night and visiting members are was recently modernized at th e Nor guest last week of his grandfather
invited. T here will be a banquet at folk Navy Yard.
Albion Allen.
6.30 and music during the evening.
L e g a l N otices
The annual meeting of the Country
In the chairs will be these men who
NOTICE
OF FORECLOSURE
Club
was
held
last
night
and
these
have had th e distinction of heading
Whereas. Grace Elizabeth Fowtle of
the organization:
Exalted ruler, officers were elected: President. Ru Rockland. County of Knox and State of
bv her mortgage deed, dated
Percy McPhee; leading knight, Everett dolph Gilley: vloe president. William Maine,
May 29. 1930. and reoordad ln the Knox
W. H. Registry of Deeds. Book 217, Page 489.
Davis; loyal knight, Earl Barron; lec
conveyed to the Rockland Loan A Build
turing knight. William H. G lendeh- Rhodes; secretary, H. A. Buffum; di ing Association, a corporation legally or-,
ganlzed and existing under the laws of
ning. Jr., esquire. Almon P. Richardr- rectors, E. R. Veazie; H. E. Robinson; the
State of Maine, and located at Rock
Dr. Dana Newman; Kennedy Crane, land ln said Knox County, the follow
son; chaplain, Elisha W. Pike.
ing described real estate situated ln said
L E. McRae. Charles C. Morton. Rockland, together with the buildings
bounded and describe as fol
May we fill your prescription If Zelma Dwlnal. Reports from last thereon,
lows, to wit:
year
showed
th
a
t
notwithstanding
the
Beginning
at Orange Street at the
you have a cold coming on or feel
comer of Holmes Street; thenoe run
sick, see your doctor first. The reduced revenue, due to the financial ning northerly along said Orange Street
hundred and fifty-nine (1391 feet
Corner D rug Store, Inc. Tel. 378 — conditions, th e club was successful. one
to a stake and stones: thence westerly
H ie outlook Is promising for next three hundred and forty-five (345) feet,
adv.
more or less, to the easterly line of the
year.
Knox and Lincoln Railroad; thence
Per the best evening entertainm ent
Special' th is week. Fancy Bridge
you have h ad in a long time, come to
NuTk, one-flourth pound' 18
the “Oh Doctor," musical- comedy,
cents. Toasted with’creamery butter,
Feb. 28-March 1; tickets 40c.—adv.
obtainable only at The Corner Drug
It
Store, Inc. Tel. 378.—adv.
Fur work of all kinds. Alteration*
Public supper at Undercroft, St.
and repairs on garments of men and
women. Mrs. C. H. Merrifield, 382 Peter’s C hurch. Saturday, Feb. 23, 5
to 7. Beans, ham. cabbage salad,
Main street, Rockland.
rolls, cake, doughnuts, coffee—all for
The fam ous pasteurized p ro d d ^s 30 cents.—adv.
of Round T op Farm are available at
any hour.
Simply call Rockland
The Vesper A. Leach Specialty
38-W an d P a t Lawrence and the Store announces the formation of a
Round T op truck will make prompt Dainty D ot Hosiery Club. Jo in now
delivery of your order from the fresh and save money. For full particulars
daily stodk on hand.
8-tf Inquire a t hosiery counter.—adv.
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southerly along said Knox and Lincoln
Railroad one hundred and seventy (170)
feet to Holmes Street: thence easterly
along said Holme* Street two hundred
and elghty-elght i(288) feet or there
abouts to bounds first mentioned. Being
the same premises conveyed to Grace
Elizabeth Fowlle by Aldana C. Spear,
et ala by their deed, dated May 21. 1930.
and recorded ln the Knox Registry of
Deeds.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, said Rockland
Loan & Building Association claims fore
closure of said mortgage.
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
land Loan & Building Association has
caused this instrument to be sealed with
Its corporate seal and signed In Its cor
porate name by Harry O. Ourdy. Its
Secretary, thereunto duly authorized,
this 14th day of February In the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and thirty-five.
(S eal)

ROCKLAND LOAN * BUILDING ASS N
By HARRY O. GURDY. Its Secretary.
20-Th-26

—
born

Union Church Circle will serve the
usual supper in the vestry tonight,
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames returned
Wednesday from Boston.
Keith Carver will entertain at con
tract Friday evening at his home.
A large party enjoyed bridge at the
O AR. rooms Tuesday night. First
honors went to Mrs. Charles Chllles
and Birger Magnuson, consolation to
Mrs. Sada Robbins and M. Homer
Darres.
Word was received this week that
Mrs. Ora Walls Jones is enjoying a |
few weeks' touring in Florida.
Mrs. Albert Carver entertained the
Carver Street Bridge Club at her home
Tuesday night. High honors went to
Mrs. Jeanette Carver; consolation to
Mrs. Marion Littlefield.
The regular meeting of Marguerite
Chapter, ORB., was held Monday i
night with the new officers In the
chairs. After the ceremonies the
committee announced a Washington
Birthday party. Games were played
which included a “Battle of Valley
Forge."
Washington's horse was
modeled by the members and Rev. N.
F. Atwood gave a very Interesting lec
ture on Washington, illustrated with
lantern slides of Mt. Vernon and
Washington, D. C. Home-made candy
was served by the committee, Phyllis
Black, Flora Brown and Nina Ames.
—
Cleo Drew returned Tuesday from
Rockland where she attended the ;
and Kippy Karnival. She was the guest “

SNELL—At Biddeford. Feb. 9. to Mr.
Mrs. Erla Milan Snell, a daughter.
WALTZ—At Elliott Community Hospital.
Keene. N. h ., Feb. 17. to Mr and Mrs
Maynard Waltz, formerly of Warren.
a son.
GLIDDEN—At Waldoboro. Feb. 12. to Mr
and Mrs. Luther Glidden, a daughter
DODGE—At Boothbay Harbor. Feb. 13. to
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Dodge twins.
boy and. girl. Neal and Nancy.
BEAN—At Appleton. Jan 8. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd T. Bean, a daughter. Jose
phine Lela.
YATTAW—At Friendship. Feb. 15. to Mr
and Mrs. Llewellyn F. Yattaw, a son,
Llewellyn Frank.
JOHN8ON—At Tenant's Harbor. Feb 12,
to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Johnson, a
daughter.
SWANSON—At Clark Island. Feb. 8. to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swanson, a son, Roy
John.

IN

M E M O R IA M

In loving memory of my dear husband.
Clarence L. Cramer, who passed away
Feb. 20. 1934: and my dear son Roy
Cramer, who passed away Dec 21. 1917
Dearest loved ones, how I miss you;
None will ever know imy pain and sorsow. since I lost you.
But God Is good. I must not complain.
But. oh for me. how sad the parting,
When you crossed to tbs other shore.
For I cannot hear your voices, nor your
faces see any more
But you'll linger In my memory, until I.
too. shall hear His call.
When I shall no more wonder.
But seeing, understand It all.
Mrs. Abbie Cramer.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to our
friends and neighbors for their many
acts of kindness and expressions of sym
pathy ln our recent bereavement and
for the many beautiful floral offerings
Mrs. Ada A. Smith. Miss Lottie Smith
C A R D O F THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our many friends for their kindness
In our recent bereavement; else for the
floral tributes.
Mr and Mrs Fred Ingerson. Mr and
Mrs. Hiram Ingerson.
*
CARD OF THANKS
I would like to take this wav in which
to express my thanks and appreciation
to friends who have remembered me ln
my Illness with cards, fruit and flowers:
also all those who so generously con
tributed towards other gifts.
Evelyn Lufkin.
Rockland, Feb. 21.
•

Supper will be served at Ocean
„
„ . , , ,
„
Bound Rebekah Lodge Tuesday a t C
p. in. Members not solicited are asked
. . .
’ 10 a^e cake or pie.

R o c k la n d , F e b . 21.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our neighbors and friends for their
kindness during the Illness and death
of our loved one; also for the floral offer
ings. and those responsible for clearing
the street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sullivan. Mr. and
Mrs. George Lewis.
•
C A R D O F THANKS

We wish to thank all those who so
kindly helped in our late bereavement,
especially the relief workers, those who
loaned cars and the beautiful neighbor
hood spray.
Mrs. Charles Oakes and sons.
Vinalhaven, Me.

Tarn T hat Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

In Crisp New Styles For Spring
CUSHION D O T CURTAINS
C ream an d Ecru

i

Fine q uality m arquisette w ith large cushion dot
T ailo red style,

$ 1 .4 9

Ruffled style,

$ 1 .9 8

w ith five inch ruffle

LONG RUFFLED CURTAINS
2*4 yards long
P la in v o ile w ith th re e inch ruffle
S pecial, $ 1 .0 0

CO TTAG E SETS
D otted M arquisettes
Six inch ruffle— Priscilla to p

Charles Oakes

Special, $ 1 .0 0

Z B

Colors, gold, green, blue
s g 'f
VOILE COTTAGE SETS
W h ite only

t

$ 1 .2 9

Priscilla T op— Tailored Sash

NEW

CURTAIN

M ATERIALS

M arquisettes with colored dots, 36 in. wide
15c yard
O th e r curtain m aterials up to 49c

:

5 4 INCH SILK D A M A SK

U N IO N
Grade schools closed Friday for a
vacation of four weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas and
daughter Eleanor are in Biddeford.
Mrs. Milton Stephenson entertained
tea last Thursday afternoon with
Mrs. William Thomas as honor guest.
Mrs. Thomas was showered with
many dainty, and useful gifts from
friends and neighbors.
Mrs. Roy Clark was hostess at din
ner and bridge Friday evening with
Miss Ida Hughes guest of honor. Miss
Hughes expressed her surprise when
presented with a prettily decorated
birthday cake. Honors in cards went
to Mrs. Alfred Hawes, Mrs. Clarence
Leonard and Miss Hughes. Other
guests were Mrs. Fred Lucas, Miss
Edith Hawes. Mrs. Henry Ames, Mrs.
Justin Ames. Mrs. Emma Jones, Mrs.
Irving Mathews, Mrs. Clarence Wil
liams, Mrs. Alice Robbins and Mrs.
Alice Jones of Rockland.
There was a stated meeting of
Orient Chapter, OES., Friday eve
ning.
Sandwiches and coffee
were served at the close of the meet
ing, also two cakes with valentine
decorations made by the worthy m a
tron, Mrs. Vivian Hannon.
Mrs. Ada Lucas and Gilbert Doughty
held high honors in cards at the bene
fit bridge Saturday evening at M a
sonic hall.
The fourth in a series of parties
will be held March 2 at the high
school building, with Mrs. Ada Lucas.
Mrs. Ida Ooss and Mrs. Aleda Fossett
in charge.

F o r Side Drapes a n d V alances
49c to $ 3 .9 8 p er y a rd

A ll colors; many p attern s to choose from

•at

C A R D O F THANKS

It Is our wish to express through the
columns of The Courier,-Oazette our sin
cere appreciation of the many acts of
consideration and courtesy accorded us
during our recent bereavement
Mrs. Abram W. Nye. Mrs. Vora Nyp
Bemis.

CURTAINS

I ° f MUs VelZ0Fa L° OlC'

Charles Oakes, 88. a resident of
this town for 74 years, died Wednesj day a t his home after a brief ill| ness. His occupation was th at of
I lobster fisherman in which business
he was engaged for many years u n 
til ill health prevented its continu
ance.
Mr. Oakes was born in Gloucester.
M A R R IE D
GRIFFIN-SCOTT—At Atlanta. Ga.. Feb Mass., Peb. 15, 1847, and lived: there
16. Joseph Griffin of Rockland and Miss
Carolyn Scott.
until at the age of 14 he took up fish
ing. He was the adopted son cf
D IE D
Elisha and Annie Oakes. In 1868 he
GILMAN—At San Francisco, Feb. 6. Grace
(Thorndike), widow of Daniel Gilman, was married to Delia Smith, who sur- j
native of South Thomaston
vives. Deceased also leaves two sons,
BURNHEIMBR—At Waldoboro. Feb. 20.
Henry F. Burnhelmer. aged 87 years. Leslie and Forest; six grandchil
11 months, 5 days. Funeral Saturday
at 1 o'clock at North Waldoboro M E dren; and ten great-grandchildren.
Church.
Funeral services were held at the
INGERSON—At Jamaloa Plain. Mass., home Saturday afternoon. Rev. Mr.
Feb 12. Ada. widow of the late Cyrus
Ingerson. formerly of Port Clyde.
Atwood officiating. Floral offerings
TIBBETTS—At Liberty. Feb 2. Andrew' were abundant. The bearers were
Jackson Tibbetts, aged 77 years.
LAKEMAN—At Somerville, Mass.. Feb. 20. Charles Poole, Frank Brown, Austin
Capt. William F. Lakeman. formerly of
Brown and Fred Geary. Interment
Rockland, aged 60 years
MAXCY—At Staten Island. N. Y . Feb. was in Pool’s cemetery.

—. Josiah Maxey, formerly of Thom
aston. aged 85 years.
LACOMBE—At Bangor. Feb. 18, Francis
Lacombe of Lincolnville Center, aged
19 years.
RICE—At Camden. Feb 20. Sarah A .
widow of Richmond M Rice, aged 90
years. 5 months. 20 days. Funeral
Friday at 2 o'clock from 3 Harrison
avenue.
LOTHROP — At Rockland, Feb. 19.
Reuben Henry Lothrop. aged 80 years,
11 months. 15 days. Funeral Friday at
2 o'clock from Burpee's parlors
SMALL—At Brooklyn. N. Y.. Feb 17.
James R. Small, a former resident of
Camden and Rockland, aged 64 years.
WHITE—At East Liberty. Feb. 4. Robert
O.. son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy White
aged 20 months.
TURNER—At Hallowell. Jan. 31. Mrs
Mary A. Turner, formerly of Appleton

STO R E CLOSED W A S H IN G T O N ’S B IR T H D A Y

BURPEE’S
F un eral Service

SE N TER C R A N E C O M PAN Y

BENJAMINMILLER

and

Word has been received in this
city of the death in San Francisco
j Feb. 6, of Mrs. Grace Thorndike Otlj man, widow of Daniel Gilman and
Established 1840
| daughter of the late Capt. and Mia.
Eben Thorndike of South Thomas
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
ton.
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
After many years of illness from
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
heart disease she was attacked with
Day or Night Telephone ' pneumonia and was too frail to with
stand the dread disease. Mrs. Gilman
450
' will be pleasantly remembered in
RepresentaUvea in all large cities
' Rockland by many friends who ad 
in the United States and Canada
mired her for her lovely traits of
AM BULANCE
character and very charming perj sonality.
Service is instantly available.
AND

F un eral Parlors

Experienced attendants on duty.

361 M A IN ST.,

ROCKLAND, M E.

20-tf

children; a sister, Mrs. O. E. Wil
liams; and a brother, Irvin Arey of
Vinalhaven.

Benjamin Miller, one of the city’s
M rs. A d a Ingerson
most esteemed oitifiens, died sudFuneral services for Mrs. Adu
d*nT Prida5r m o v in g at his home <Roney) Ingerson, widow of the late
A P P L E T O N R ID G E
on Rankin street.
Josiah Ingerson, were held at the
Mr. Miller was born in Russia in
I Dorothy Robbins was a visitor
1881, coining to this country when Advent Christian Church. Rev John Sunday a t M. M. Brown's.
still a boy.
He -------------------------settled in Rockland Holman, pastor of th e church, offi- ; Frank L. Meservey spent th e week-- —
about 40 years ago, and came to be jclatln? There were numerous flow- j pn(i wlttl hls parent5 a t N orth Apone of the best kno wn members of j ers Interment was in Ridge ceme- piston.
the Jewish colony. Interested in a l l ' *cr^'
bearers were Forest Davis,
Carleton Robbins of South Union
welfare activities, charitab’.e, of Rodney
Calvin Simmons and visited this week with hl« a u n t Mrs.
sterling integrity, and a man devoted | Watson Balano.
Blanche Brown.
15 in
to his home and family, he made an - Mrs. Ingerson died F>b
Ruth Mcody is employed for two
imprint on the community which will Jamaica Plain, Mass, where sho had weeks a t the home of her cousin
not soon be forgotten. He was a 1been spending the winter with her J o e p h Moody.
32d degree Mason. He carried on an son Hiram. Previously she had lived
Marie Perry passed last weekend
automobile business which he had far several years with her son Fred a t her brother's in Belfast.
built up to generous proportions in Attleboro, Mass. She was native
Mr.
Mrs. George Buck of Ells
of Pelham, N. H.. but had long been
through his reputation for honesty
worth
Falls
were here over last week
a resident in this community, where
an d square dealing.
she had many friends who deeply end.
He is survived by the widow, who
Lloyd Martin of Unicn visited S un
mourn her loss.
was Molly Bradbury; a daughter
SSurvivors are two sons. Fred of day a t the home of M. M. Brown.
Constance, a student a t the Lesley
Attleboro, Mass., and Hiram of
School in Cambridge, Mass ; and) a
Jamaica Plain. Mass.; three grandson Lawrence who was ln Miami
N O T IC R O F F O R E C L O S U R E
Beach on his honeymoon when the
Whereas diaries T. Johnson of St
news reached him.
George. County of Knox and State of
by his mortgage deed dated
Funeral services were held' Sun Maine,
December 11. 1928 and recorded In Knox
day morning from the residence on Registry of Deeds. Book 220 page 273.
conveyed to The Rockland National
Rankin street, many attending from Bank, a banking corporation organized
existing under the. laws of the
Augusta. Waterville, Boston and and
United States of America and having Its
location at Rockland ln said County, a
Bangor.
GRACE T H O R N D IK E G IL M A N

Day and Night Telephone
450

P O R T CLY D E

W ILEY'S C O R N E R
The Courier-Gazette may now be
obtained from Alfred Kinney qj-ho will
also be glad to take want advertise
ments and new subscriptions.

oertatn lot or psroel of land with the
buildings thereon situated ln St George
aforesaid, being bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at stake and stones at the
southerly side of the town road leading
from Olentnere to Port Clyde at the
northeast corner of land formerly of the
late Martin Wilson; thence south 3" 20'
east, parallel with the line of the house
on the premises and 12 feet fropt the
same. 3 rods and 3 links to stake and
stones: thence southeasterly by said Wil
son's land 37 rods and 12 links to the
land formerly of Irene Wall; thence
northeasterly by said Wall's land. 6
rods and 10 links to stake and stones:
thence northwesterly bv said Wall's land
and land formerly of the late Elizabeth
Wiley. 22 rods to said road! thence west
erly by said road 27 rods and 15 links
to the place of beginning Containing
3 acres more or lees Reference is made
to deed from Carrie O. Davis to Lida L
Wilson. October 1. 1903
Also see deed from Lida L. Wilson to
Charles T. Johnson, dated July 31. 1922.
and recorded lh Knox Registry of Deeds,
Book 194. page 174.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken,
Now Therefore. I . SdWard C. Payson
of aald Rockland, In my oapacity of R e 
ceiver of the said Rockland National
Bank, hereto duly authorized by reason
of the breach o f the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated this twentieth day' of February.
In the year of our Lord, one thousand
nine hundred and thirty-five.
EDWARD C PAYSON
Receiver of The Rockland National Bank
23TU-29
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On the alert Day and Night . . .
When great troubles visit your family
just phone
Thomaston 192
D. Davis <te Son. at the beck of the
phone call gladly accept every attend
ant responsibility and. as their many
years of conscientious service has
taught them how. in your interests,
act wisest and best.
A.

THOMASTON 1 9 2 '

5 0 7 M A IN STREET
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E d is o n M a r s h a ll
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CHAPTER XL CONTINUED
' "Rift there was one of his enemies
who had not heard the challenge.
For him, sound did not exist—and
for reasons of his own, Garge’s nim
ble fingers still hung motionless.
“Garge, tell Sandomar that If he’s
not a coward, he'll fight me man
to man," Eric said with stinging
contempt
The ratty face seemed to weazen.
Eric's faculties were, preternaturally
keen, fighting for his life, or they
would never have taken warning
from the instant’s paralysis of the
little, delicate hand. Then he saw
It rise boldly up, the fingers wrig
gling like the legs of a water spider.
With a suffocating heart, Eric
watched Sandomar’s face. All he
asked bow, flickering hope at best,
was one gleam of human anger in
the deep-set eyes, an Instant's bar
ing of the simian fangs. But the
dark visage stayed a brutish mask.
The great limp hands never quiv
ered.
It was a cruelly effective answer.
It Implied a whale's Indifference to
the snarls of a polar bear, a su
premacy of strength beyond need of
te s t His henchmen squared their
shoulders. Their looks grew savagel.v exultant They could work
their will on their prisoner now,
with many a grim jest, and no flush
of shame on their drawn cheeks.. . .
He was not the Person of the
Law, but only a man!—like them
selves—not the island king by right
of worth, but a cold bluffer, a
cheat. . . . Eric’s blood rippled
cold as the moonlight on the tide.
But suddenly it shot down his
veins like liquid fire. . . . Even San
domar could not be so Inhumanly
Strong . . . Eric remembered the
strange depths of Garge’s love.
He whirled on the little Cockney
with an oath. “Yon didn’t tell him
what I said!"
“You’re a lt#r!"
Sandomar leaned forward on his
boulder, his dead ears pricking up
In vain.
“What’s going on?” he demanded.
It was more like a savage bark, than
a man's voice.
• But Garge dared not tell him. Desperate, he pulled the thong to throt
tle his enemy.
Eric saw his wrist twist just in
time. His right hand grasped the
thong, holding it slack. Beside him,
Big Smith flung hack his spear, but
Eric could not combat this, or even
glance at It. Playing his luck, he
stood motionless—and the point
Slowly fell.
“You let Sandy atane.” Garge
spoke in bitter anguish, his hand on
his knife-hilt. “If you don’t, I’ll
carve your heart—"
Ignoring him. Eric stooped and
began to smooth off the sand be
tween himself and Sandomar. Per
haps no act of his life demanded
colder nerve than this, to takedown
bis guard In the ring of the hungry
pack. Then, with his right hand
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ing—against the ancient Jungle,
stooped of shoulder, dark and low
of brow, deaf to the far calls on the
wind.
At first the spectacle seemed like
a weird dance, rather than a duel

There was a warning gurgle Just
behind him. . . .
He appeared
to trip and fall—Sandomar came
lunging. But Just as the flint
hummed down Eric wriggled aside?
His enemy whirled to follow him,
but his momentum carried him a
step too far. He felt the softness
tinder his mukiuks even before it
seized him, but his reflexes were
tardy, and he had never been fast
on his fe e t His desperate plunge
was a split-second too late.
With a shapeless bubbling yell, he
shot down Into the silt Eric saw
him like a horrible dwarf, piling
ing on foot-long stumps, his mouth
open, his arms waving.
* Eric’s flint ax swung high in Ills
arms. Deliberately he aimed, re
morselessly he put all the rallied
remnants of his shoulder strength
into the blow. For Sandomar, the
moon went ont, and the utter dark
he had feared so long clutched him
at la st

love, "him all gone. Tirily lovq, he
left. Fireheart no have you, but
she love you always.”
Eric tried to answer, hut his
throat closed. The outer scene grew
blurred and faded, leaving naught
!
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Miss Elsa Orff is recovering from
her recent illness. She is attended
by Dr. Nicholson.
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children of P ort Clyde were guests
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Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Black.
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D o esn 't the n ig h t seem an eter
Mrs. H arriet Bines entertained at
1
1
nity? Y o u to ss and turn— try to
dinner recently, her guests being Mrs.
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17
18
fin d a c o o l
Hilda Miller. Mrs. Edna McIntire. Mrs.
sp ot -on the
Georgia Mank, and Miss Jacqueline
20
X,
p illo w — hear
Coombs
*th eclo ck strike
Austin Wiley of Warren was a re
d o w n s ta ir s .
15
11
cent caller a t C. C. Bowers'.
J
r
T o d a y ’s e x 
Mrs. Nellie Reever accompanied
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citem en t and
Mr and Mrs. Hiram Black of Slaigo
to m o r r o w ’s
worry are beat- I to Rockland last Friday.
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M rs . B atch eld er
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Allen of
in g th r o u g h
Rockland and Cecil and Doris Barter
y o u r b r a i n . Y o u cou n t sh eep
39
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were supper guests Sunday of Mrs.
frantically— but ou traged nerves
Emily Jameson.
refuse to relax.
Mo
Ml
Ml
MM
M3
Take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
Miss Almeda Sidelinger of South
table Compound regularly for a
Waldoboro was a caller Saturday at
while. It quiets quivering nerves—
Mb
Mb
M7
t
induces restful sleep—makes life a L. L. Mank's.
little easier.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Sterrett of
M8
5 0 51
Warren and Mr and Mrs. Josiah
-'It Seemed As If Morning
Jameson were guests Sunday at a
Would Never C om e’’
52
53
says Mrs. Emma G. Batchelder of
dinner party given by Miss M. Grace
32 Heard St., Chelsea, Massachu Walker of Warren.
setts. "1 was so nervous I could not
Raymond Simmons. Mrs. Harry
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
wet to steep. My husband works
hard at engineering and needs his McIntire and Mrs. Edward Coombs
1-To talk hcaitat39- Corroded
8- Call for a repetition
sleep but I kept him awake too. I
Ingly
40- Agitate
9- Waete
were Rockland visitors last week.
heard a tout the Vegetable Com
6-Capable
42-Obese
11-Cut
Stanton
Hanna
was
at
home
over
pound and tried it. Now I sleep bet
9-A title (Sp.)
44- Hor»e’e gait
14-Remove the skin
ter than 1 ever have and I feel fine.’’
the weekend.
1O-A vegetable (pi.)
45- Point of com pass
"16—Call of the dove
12- Fondle
(abbr.)
19-Horned animal
Get a hottie from your druggist
Mrs J. O. Jameson and son Dyson
13- lmitate
46- A beverage
NOR" Results will please you.
23- Seriea
attended Knox Pomona at East Union
15- Freeze
47- A girl’e name
24- Augment
Saturday and were supper guests of
16- Large game fleh of 48-Approachee
25- Permit
the mackerel
50-A debauch
26- A gushing flow
Mr. and Mrs. James Dornan.
family
52- A speck
29- pw ns
•
VEGETABLE C O M P O U N D
Isaac Mank and Mrs. Loradah
17- Beiidea
53- Touched with the 30- Contumed
Boggs were visiting In Rockland F ri
18- Rlgeon
toes
31- Ascends
• jlIV
20- Unlt
day.
33-A gem
21- Relative (abbr.)
35- Gained
John L. Flanders was a dinner
San clutched the quivering hand.
VERTICAL
22- lnequalitiea
36- To make amende for
'
ijojq
j
“IMn’t try to talk any more—’’
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
24-The whole
37- Joined
"Fireheart better talk fast. Breath Orff.
26- A short, sharp pull
1- Jeered
41- Harveet
he go like lamp-flame.” She rested
2 - 1n
27- Termlnate
42- Very rapid
The Social Club met with Mrs.
3 - Very
a moment, then the dull tones rolled
28- Before
43- Examine
Edna White in Warren last Thurs
29- Warmth
4 - Beeeech
44- Darnel
again into the silence. “Fireheart
32-Speck
5- Aseiet
49-A land measure
no show you before. She want keep day afternoon with 12 members and
34-A set of workers
6- Exlst
(abbr.)
you here until you catch love, then guests present. Mrs. Mildred G am 
7- Placed
38-Svditt river
51—Italian river
we go through shoals together. . . . mon was lecturer. The next meeting
Bqt you no catch love for Fireheart. will be held in April with Mrs.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Now she go lie in sea-cave, where Georgia Mank.
ISLE A U H A U T
tide run, and white girl lie in your
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin and
arms.”
E r.!
daughters
Maxine
and
Barbara
are
A gray glaze settled on her face.
3
Julia Dodge and daughter Patricia
Her eyes shone like a dying moth's. with Mr. and Mrs. George Greenlaw
BQ
spent
a
few
days
at
Head
Harbor
last
for
the
remainder
of
the
winter.
But site rallied for one last effort
S BBG1DE1B
“Fireheart love you. White Chief."
The men are harvesting ice in this week. Stanley Dodge and Stephen 1
SBD HEDGE
she whispered. “No forget her, locality.
Bridges' have their boat there while '*'•
wtien you go to your own country—
Mrs. Georgia Mank entertained Ice conditions prevail at the village i 1
and tell big God give you good
Mrs.
Edna McIntire, Mrs. Hilda MllRalph Gross passed the weekend I '
luck. . . . And Fireheart glad—
□EO QBCBG
| ler, Mrs. Harriet Bines and Mrs. , a t Rich's COve.
a □□□□□□
she die—for—you. . . ."
The whisper faded away. The ! Dorothy Coombs at dinner Friday.
U. 8. Grant. Gorden G rant and H.
V IE
eyes remained open, hut their farMrs. James Mank was a recent i B. Nevells were recent Vinalhaven
Elo
sent light flickered and went out.
| guest of Mrs. Lu<etla Kaler.
j visitors.
s ic
Austin Wiley has been helping with
Residents are grateful that the gov
TO BE CONTINUED
his team In the moving of Charles ernment plane called here, but as
! Wilson's house in Warren.
they are familiar with island winters,
Fred Mank. who Is spending the were amply prepared, and fortunately
C U SH IN G
winter with his son In Round Pond, were not In need.
Mrs Alfred Orne and infant daugh is much improved in health.
The North Haven which has
ter returned Saturday from the LuMrs. Edward Coombs entertained
touched Stonington and Swan's Island
cette in Thomaston.
Saturday night in honor of Mr
Buddy Gilbert of New H arb « is Coombs' birthday anniversary. Cards each day deserves much credit, the
captain and crew braving ice and
guest at F. W Atkins'.
were enjoyed. Mrs. Coombs, assisted
Mr. and Mrs F. L. Maiontg are by Mrs Lester Mank served refresh stormy weather to make the trips.
Books will be closed Feb. 20 in prep
visiting their daughter Mrs F. L. KU- ments which included a birthday cake.
leran while Mr. Killeran is serving on Mr. Coombs received several fine gifts. aration for town meeting.
John Johnson suffered a severe cut
the traverse jury in RoWJand
Guests were Mr and Mrs. Harry Mc
Mrs F I. Geyer spent Monday with Intire. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller. Mr. on his leg last week.
her sister Mrs. F. L MHeran and and Mrs. LaForest Mank. Mr. and
The Sewing Circlf meets each week
mother at the former's home.
Mrs. Lester Mank. Miss Jacqueline at the home of Elizabeth Rich.
M. F. McFarland of New Harbor Coombs and George Benner.
A valentine party was given by Mrs.
arrived here Friday, and together
U. S. Grant, the occasion also serving
BEA C O N STREET
with Mrs McFarland and son S tan
to celebrate the birthday of Ralph .
S
W
A
N
’S
ISLAND
BOSTON
ton. who were guests of relatives here
Gross. Cards were played and an ex - i
the past week, returned the following
The harbor has been free of ice cellent clam stew disapproved any 1
day.
for about two weeks and the -fisher notion the world at large may have I
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
Beverly Geyer is spending this men have been able to go to their regarding a possible food shortage an
' beside the State House, and
week with his grandparents.
this island.
traps nearly every day.
overlooking Boston Common
Mrs. Dorothy Seavey entertained a
and Public Gardens.
A rthur Colbath. accompanied by
party of friends last week in honor of his mother, arrived home Friday
SOUTH W A R REN
Mrs Mildred Marshall. A valentine after an absence of five weeks, four
R E ST A U R A N T
box, and refreshments resulted in a of which Arthur passed as a patient
Mrs. O E. Counce entertained last
a la carte and table d’hote
general good time for all.
in a hospital, and the final week a t week at dinner an d bridge Mrs.
Club breakfast
Mrs. F. I. Geyer Was hostess to the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry H iran \ Libby of Thomaston. Mrs.
Mending Club last Thursday evening Bising.
Lunch
Emma Norwood of Warren and Mrs.
at her home. Mrs. M. F. McFarland
Dinner
Mrs. Roscoe Kent and Miss Caro Lulu Libby and Mrs. Ada Spear.
of New Harbor being guest of honor. lyn K ent recently spent a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wallace of
Refreshments were in keeping with In Rockland
South Waldoboro were recent callers
C AI F E T E R I A
the day, valentine decorations being
Mrs. Charles Joyce Is guest of her a t A. R. Jordan's.
apparent in heart-shaped candles, sister Mrs. MUo Clark In Stonington.
Pleasant outside location fac
Forest and Corydon Adams and
cookies and cake frosting. Mrs. Mil
ing B o w d o in an d Beacon
Students home from Rockland for Lloyd Maxey attended the winter
dred Marshall was presented with a the February vacation are M argaret
Streets. M odem and up-todate. A variety o f foods
valentine box fashioned by Mrs. and 'Maxine Kent. Gladys Sm ith and sports carnival held Saturday at
Seven Tree Pond, Union. Forest won
moderately priced.
Lora Olson from which Mrs. Marshall Lunette Stanley.
honors in two of the contests.
received many greetings and gifts.
Mrs. George Carter recently visited
E U R O P E A N P L A N R A TES
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Simmons are
I Mrs. M. F McFarland, son Stanton relatives In Stonington.
moving their household goods to
of New Harbor, Mrs. L. J. Pottle, Mrs.
Rooms without bath
Miss Ruth Shurtleff gave a Val
Friendship where the former has re
M J. Marshall and Mrs. B. S. Geyer
entine party a t her home last T hurs
$2.00 Up
cently received his appointment as
were guests Friday of Mrs. F. I.
day evening. Amusements consisted
Rooms with hath
postmaster. They have bought the
Geyer.
of games and card playing, and re
$3.00 Up
George Benner property.
freshments were served. About 30
N O R T H W A SH IN G T O N guests were present from this com
S p ecial rates for
Mr. Shorey of Weeks Mills has
munity and Minturn.
p e rm a n e n t o cc upancy
To r e lie v e
bought a 30-acre lot of woodland from
W. H. Grover, the property including
the eastern part of the Evans farm.
C L A R K ISLAND
Mrs. Carrie Lenfest was weekend
and give skin co
A son weighing ten pounds, was
guest of Mrs. Arthur Sherman a t the
_ n u rse s use born
Feb.
8
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
village.
Swanson,
and
has
been
named
Roy
Jack Brydon of North Attleboro,
Mass., visited a few days last week at John.
Miss Myrtle Flood of Rockland
the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Len
visited- her patents Mr. and Mrs.
fest.
Alvah Brown is seriously ill and is Charles Wall, last week.
RATES
Hale Richards was given a surprise
being attended by Dr. Pierpont.
Single
party
Friday
evening
a
t
his
home
in
Bex Prescott returned Friday to
to Your hotel in B O S T O N
D
ouWeb«M»-4W
honor of his birthday anniversary.
Bath.
A ll AOOMJ W IT H ftA T S
The evening -was spent in playing
ShcjI
beano, honors going to Maurice
R ooms
Jones. Mr. Richards was given many
oaotooto terra
nice gifts including a decorated
birthday cake presented by his sister,
R A D IO
Mrs. Robert MOGee.
S E R V ID O R
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carlson of
T U B ”. SHOWER
Rockland ate guests for a few days
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall.
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CHAPTER XII

CANDOMAR was dead—lying In
the silt from which he sprung—
and Nan was safe. His pack would
have their vengeance, then break up.
With no tiger to lead them, they
At First There Was Only Incoher
would never dare follow the bent of
ent Shouting — Brandishing of
their wild hearts; their dream of
Weapons—Confusion.
liberty was near its end. As Eric
but a squaw's eyes burning Into his
knelt beside the mud-reef, hurled
down by’ the momentum of his , own. He was lost In the shadow of
far-off things beyond his ken. He
stroke and too tired to rise, this
forgot Garge. only three strides
was his only consolation.
away, and did not see the delicate
His own hopes burned low and
flickered o n t He had won his is- I little hands fall from the ashen face
land war, but his own life would he ( and the snaky gaze sharpen as It
the price. The peace terms would . fastened on his breast. For a few
brief seconds he even forgot Nan.
be made too late to save him. Al
He could not understand Fireready his enemies were sweeping
heart’s p art Here was a strong cur
toward him across the moonlit
rent, hut Instead of flowing into the
beach, brandishing their weapons.
sea. It seemed to waste upon the
A mad Jackal ran howling in front.
sands. In this stark drama of the
If Eric could turn them only a
North there could be no lost se
moment, he might he saved. As
quences. yet as far as his veiled
soon as their heads cooled, they
eyes could see. Fireheart’s love was
would be glad to make pence. Rut
thrown away. . . . As he marveled,
he was like a spent swimmer; even
the movement of events stopped
If he could get tn his feet, he could
short There fell a breathless inter
i
not raise his hand. They would
lude,
awful as the dead calm in the
,
stretch him beside Sandomar before
center of a hurricane. The wind
' At First the Spectacle Seemed Like
they knew what they were doing.
paused In the sky and fluttered
It was a hitter and Ironic fate. . .
a Weird Dance, Rather Than a
But it was not written that Eric j down like a torn pennant. The
Duel to the Death.
curled edge of a wave hung sus
should win his war only to lose his
pended over the beach. Even the
' to the death. The tide began to
life. There was an angry whistle
.crawl In, the wind died, and the
mooh'g path on the water rippled
over his head, and a native spear
no more.
moon sailed from star to star, with
stabbed the sand not two paces In
out one blow struck home. Sando
Nan gasped, and Eric turned to
front of Garge. Unable to stop or
mar lumbered over the sand, ham
her. Behind him, Garge's sunken
swerve, he tripped over it and went
eyes grew large and larger as they
mering the air, his left hand thrust
to his knees. As he clambered up,
out as a guard. The least of bis
fastened on Eric's broad hack. . . .
Eric heard him utter a groan of des
short, choppy blows would have
There stood the man who had
pair.
crushed Eric’s skull, but always the
killed Sandy, only three steps
It was a long time yet—perhaps
quarry danced away. Doggedly he
away. It was Kismet . . fulfill-'
five seconds, possibly ten—before
followed him, turning as he turned,
ment . . . rapture. . . .
Eric’s swimming brain could grasp
wheeling, sometimes standing still
Already the Pit was yawning un
what had happened. ’.Vhizzing out
der his feet Now its flame leaped
I and swaying as Eric tried to rush
of the moonlight, the spear made
In, lunging like a bear at every
up into his poisoned, dying heart.
no sense. It was like a piece of
opening.
With a moan that rose to a shriek,
w inter magic, conjnred up by a
he drew his knife and lunged.
Eric sparred for time. No one 1 shrieking priestess in the kashga.
Victory was certain. Eric had
■ knew better than he that he was
There was a confused sound behind
fighting a losing fight; his only hope
his hack turned, and could not whirl
him. but he thought it was only his
lay In some fluke of luck that for
. In time. The tribesmen had let
blood roaring in his ears.
one brief Instant would equalize the !
their guard fall, in the Interlude,
Slowly he got to his feet and
and though they flung hack their
odds against him. He was much ' turned. Sweeping down the bluff
lighter on his feet than his foe, sup- j
spears, they were a full half-second
to his defense came a horde of war
too late. Nan's view was cut off
I pier, better co-ordinated. But this
riors. All the fighting meq of the
could not begin to compensate for ’
by Eric's shoulders—she could not
tribe were there, armed with spears;
see. and she conld not save. He
Sandomar’s superhuman strength. | and Chechaquo. empty handed, ran
would shatter at her feet before she
He dared not feint, because he ' before them. It was his long throw
|
knew what had happened.
could not pass his enemy’s guard, j th at had checked Garge and saved
.
He knew well that unless he struck
But at his side stood one who
(
Eric's life. Horton, Roy, and Wil
full force, an overhead swing at
loved him with a savage, hopeless
cox were well to the front
close range, the huge left paw
But even swifter than the war • love. Her love was like an eagle,
would catch and tear the weapon
so she had said, and now it soared
riors ran three women; Eric saw
from his grasp. Never before had
on sunlit pinions. Without a sound,
them plain as they splashed across
he realized the full reach and pow
the moonlit creek. One was Nan, i she leaped between Eric and the
er of Sandomar’s arms.
of course—the other two were Fire- i blade.
The watchers were grimly pa
Into her dark breast, the steel
heart and Chugalim, mother of
tie n t With them, it was Just a qnes- I
' plunged deep. It was a death
tion how long Erie could dodge the ’ Kanak. Bread upon the waters!
blow; she felt the bowl break, the
Young and fleet of limb, these three
terrible flint They hated him with
cord loosen. But the work was
had left Mother Horton toiling far
all the fury of their throwback;
done, the debt paid In full. When
behind.
they ached to see him fall; yet they
j she departed presently, at least she
At
first
there
was
only
incoherent
gave him credit for his dance of
shouting . . . brandishing of weap ! would leave no enemy in Eric's path
death. He was like a fencer with
♦o trouble her rest in the sea-caves.
ons . . . confusion. Vaguely he saw
out a foil. They grasped the
She was a priestess of divine de
the natives sweep by him, savage
strange, terrible incongruity of his
scent, beloved of the Lost People—
figures In the moonlight, and in
perfectly-timed catlike rigadoon
stantly surround and smother his i and her warriors avenged her
still grasping the thong, the fingers with such a partner, under such a
quickly. Even before she fell, the
enemies.
Cooky and Petroff were
of his left forming a pencil, he moon, od the beach of such a sea.
begging mercy; Bill and the j sealing spears were whizzing
wrote immense letters In the sand: He wns like Sandomar’s shadow, as
Smiths dropped their weapons and i through the air.
bard to catch and destroy.
COW ARD
raised
their hands.
Three of them buzzed and stung.
They fought to the water’s edge
There was no sound but the whis
Then there was a confused rush
Ope struck the killer in the left
and
back
to
the
ridge.
They
fonght
pering wind, the lapping waves. The
of little events that Eric could hard
side, one in the right, and a third,
sailors stared at the great Indict in the firelight and the cold moon
entering the hack at close range,
ly catch and fit into their places In
beams.
Once
they
drew
clear
to
the
ment, stretching ten feet across the
slithered through his body and
the
big
moving
whole.
.
.
.
Garge
beach, then looked furtively at their edge of the mud-reef where the
stood out a third of its length. For
put up his knife, and pressed his
creek met the tide; Eric heard It
master.
an Instant he stood like a strange
bands to his temples in utter des
suck, and smack its muddy Ups.
Sandomar rose slowly, with re
fowl skewered alive. He wilted
pair. . . . Wilcox danced drunkJust in time. To hack Into It would
pressed strength. The Jungle eyes
slowly, hut even kindly death did
enly
on
the
sand.
.
.
.
Roy
shrugged
mean to sink over his knees in
lighted, the long arms hung bowed.
not compose bis limbs on the good
his shoulders, dusted his hands,
clinging silt
“I didn’t understand you before,”
sand bed. It was part of the fan
His eyes sunk in his head. Cold
smiled dryly. . . . Warm drops
he muttered. “I do not hear—and
sweat drenched him head to foot.
fell on Eric’s swollen wrist that he tastic horror of this night that he
Garge cheated me. You ask to fight
must partly dangle on the tripod of
thought at first were blood, but they
There was a growing heavy pain in
spears, a shapeless thing In the
me man to man?"
t
were only Nan’s tears.
his upraised arm; he must strike
moonlight, like a teepee-canvas
Eric nodded.
FIreheart paused before him and
soon,
if
at
all.
Even
now,
should
the
blown from place by a gale.
“I’ll give you what you ask, but
gave a squawlike grunt. “We come 1”
chance offer, he could not deal a
you'll wish you'd chosen the tide.
Yet It happened that neither Eric
“Thank God!"
full-powered blow. Soon, so soon,
With weapons, or empty hands?”
nor Nan glanced twice in that di
“Fireheart’s love—no-love — they
Eric feared the terrible paws to the weapon would fall from his
rection. Eric gathered the dying
fight like eagle and big fish. Fish
band.
girl's head in his arms; Nan knelt
the marrow of his bones, so he
flop hard, but by'm’by eagle catch
by her side. The slanted ink-pool
pointed to Smith’s spear.
Would the lucky fluke he fought
him, fly away to rock, eat him all
Sandomar shook his head. “I am
eyes had already begun to dim
for never come? No, he must win
up." The coarse lips trembled. “Noover, hut they quickened perceptibly
not handy with a spear." Then,
or lose by his own powers—and he
as they gaz.ed into those she loved.
turning to Sydney Bill: “Get two
found them waning.
She struggled for breath. “I go?"
tomahawks."
The lurid-eyed sailors saw the end
she asked as last.
Three of the men were armed I was near. “Rush him, Sandy!” Big
“Soon now, Fireheart."
•with these stone-age weapons,
Smith yelled. “Go to it, you gorilla!
“Fireheart no care. She no have
heavy, sharp flints lashed to stout
You’ve got him groggy.”
you anyhow. She mighty glad go
shafts, and Bill presented them
But Sandomar never changed
in your place. She go home—to
quickly.
pace. . . . And a dull, dim thought
great God who come from West.
“Let Ericssen take his choice.”
brooding in Eric’s brain suddenly
God of the Ikon. God of the candle
the dull voice ran on. “He’ll need
took vivid form.
stick.”
that little advantage." He stood
Sandomar wns deaf! He failed to
Inert, a grotesque, forlorn, and trag
heed Smith’s yells because he did
D o c to r s R e c o m m e n d in g E x t r a c t
Eric nodded, but he could not
ic figure, while Eric weighed the
O f C h in e s e P la n t
not hear them. This was the handi
speak.
two weapons and chose the lighter.
cap nature had put on him. to atone
W hen you have a head cold, thousands
“Now you no stay here, when
•'Now take off his noose, and stand
o f tin y blood vessels in your nose swell up,
for his giant strength. Both were
Fireheart gone. She no want come
choke
off
breathing
and
cork
up
your
nos
hack. If that little monkey of mine
trils as tight as a bottle. You can’t sleep
due to the same flaw in his brain.
bac!’ in winter midnight, see you in
tries to Interfere, break his jaw."
w ell and it makes you feel m iserable. But
And this handicap was Eric’s
white girl’s arms. . . . Take her—
n ow — you can get relief in 5 quick seconds.
The gorilla lumbered forward;
Thousands o f years ago, Chinese medicine
Strength!
go bark to home country . . . I
the monkey and the wolves drew
m en discovered that one o f their plants
His dead white eyes began to
raise taboo."
possessed almost magical powers in relieving
hack. With wings on his feet and
n o se and throat conditions. Today, after
glow like garnets In their black
Eric’s breast heaved, and the words
cold rapture In his heart, Eric
en d less experim ents, m odem science has
rings.
poured free. “We’ll go soon as we
fou nd a w ay to extract from th is plant its
came weaving in. . . . Mind and
m o st active ingredient, called Ephedrine.
He partly lowered his weapon, as
can . . . soon as we can learn the
all it means versus Might Law op
A nd , now, you and every other sufferer o f
though in extreme exhaustion. His
way.”
head
colds
can
get
the
wonderful
benefits
posed to Chaos. Bright-faced Man,
o f Ephedrine in a scientific compound called
shoulders sagged, his feet faltered.
“Look in sea-otter poke by Fire
slim, young, erect eagerly listen
H ill's N ose Drops.
Sandomar quickened his lumbering
heart’s bed — where she keep
In five seconds H ill’s N ose Drops start
t o shrink swollen blood vessels in the nose.
pace. The sailors began to utter
charms. You find paper wrote by
A s th ey contract, passages open, mucus
< s u ffe r to r tu r e s fro m R h e u m a hoarse yells.
pale-face priest long time ago.” She
d rain s off and breathing is made easier.
i.
S c ia tic a ,
N e u r itis ,
M u s c u la r
N o w yon understand why ordinary prepara
Now Eric heard again the suck
choked, drew a sobbing breath, then
icness, S p ra in s a n d Bruises w h e n
tio n s that m erely “oil” your nose cannot
and smack of the mud-reef, drawn
went on bravely. “We no can read
M E T H Y L BALM
g iv e the same relief. They don’t hit at the
11 b r in g a lm o s t In s ta n t relief?
J-eal cause o f clogged passages . . . nasal con
paper, but It big medicine. Old
by the flowing tide—but Sandomar
J O H N S T O N 'S D R U G S T O R E
g estio n s. So, if you w ant “ 5 second relief”
did not hear. For Sandomar, sound
Shamans think It tell way through
M a in S t., o p p o s ite K n o x C o u n ty
fro m head colds or the spasms o f asthma
T r u s t C o ., R o c k la n d
o r bronchitis, get a bottle o f H lll> N ose
shoals-”
- _
did
not
exist.
Eric
backed
straight
n t P o st P a id o n r e c e ip t o f price
D rops today. A t all druggists, 3 5 6
50 c e n ts
lff-T h -tf
toward it.
----------- ----------------T l » L tr a c d Ca,

UNCORKS
STUFFY NOSES
IN 5 SECONDS
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HOTEL
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Eczema
Itchir
R e sin o l

BO STO N

NO TRAFFIC OR -TAXI/.
500

ST IC K N E Y C O R N E R
Jerusha E. Sargent now has The
Courier-Gazette on sale at her gen
eral ■tore,
IJ l’ tf
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FR IEN D SH IP

With the Extension Agents
-

And

The airplane which landed at
Friendship harbor recently broke
through the ice and in an attem pt to
bring it to the surface three dories
The were destroyed. Thomas Benner went
to the rescue and succeeded in sal
vaging the plane from the ice.
Herbert Miller and sons Earl and
attending the-e meetings are cordial Willard were callers Monday at Clay
ly invited to be present in Friendship ton Oliver's.
Tenant's Harbor.
Mrs. Wardwell MacFarland was
• • • •
guest Friday of Mrs. Agnes WinchenTable setting and table service will paw.
Mrs. Etta Munro visited several days
be demonstrated by Miss Clark, club
agent, to the Merry Workers Club of recently with her niece Mrs. Gertrude
Damariscotta Mills. Tuesday. Feb. 26 Simmons.
alt the home of Mrs. Lucina Clark,
Assistant Superintendent of the
club leader, at 1.30 p. m. A judging ERA in Rockland, Rufus G. Hall, Miss
Contest on graham muffins will be Dyer and Miss Simmons were pinner
held also using muffins made by the guests Friday of Capt. and Mrs. Mel
club members.
vin Lawry.
• • « «
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
The Ambitious Maids of Union re
Wednesday with Mrs. Adelia Jam e
cently held a Valentine party a t the
son with 14 members present.home of their president. Norma McMrs. Etta Thompson visited Friday
Ebward. Fourteen visitors were
with Mrs. Gertrude Oliver.
present and all the members but one
B. A. Murphy was a recent Augusta
Two new members were added to the
roil. Valentines were distributed by visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtlahd Brackett
the president from the full Valen
tine box. A social hour followed and and children Natalie and Lucille of
refreshments were served. The next New Harbor were over-night guests
meeting was planned at the home Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Murphy.
of Mrs. Addie Howard, assistant
Hartwell Davis is in Knox Hospital
leader, making their tenth meeting. where he wifi undergo an appendix
—Mrs. Bertha Meservey, local leader. operation.
• • • •
Mrs. Gladys Fletcher is visiting ip
Alda B. French of Nobleboro, Fran
Boston. Her niece, Miss Constance
k s Williams of Damariscotta, AvaWellman, is guest of Mrs. Albert
iene Pierson of T enant's Harbor and
Libby during her absence.
Virginia Carr of Camden are the
The 4-H Club met with Miss Clprice
girls who have won judging cham
pion ribbons for 1935, in their re Jameson Saturday afternoon .with a
spective clubs. Eight clubs had held goodly number present. Sewing by
judging contests up to Feb. 19. They the juniors was the feature of the
are: 6unshiney Seven of Nobleboro. afternoon.
Miss Geneva Simmons is able to be
Twin Village of Damariscotta,
Abnakis 4-H pf Tenant's Harbor. out again after 'being ill for two
Megunticock Juniors and Pine 4-H weeks.
The Baptist Sewing Circle will be
of Camden. Golden Rule 4-H of Hope.
Hope Willing Workers, and Jolly entertained at the home of Mrs. Edna
Toilers of George's River Road Packard Thursday for an all-day ses
sion. Those who have not been so
Thomastcn.
• • ■•
licited are asked to take sweets.
Thirty-one girls <27 seniors and
Capt. Josiah Rolands “boat sunk
four young farmers) are enrolled in vhen he attempted to break through
the sewing project who are taking .he ice last Friday at Friendship har“Planning the Wardrobe" program. oor, the ifce ripping a hole through
The 27 seniors are: Marguerite Pen he sides. Capt. Poland fortunately
dleton and Grace Reid of Bristol; had time to remove all his personal
Isabelle Adams, Nellie, Victoria and effects. The cutter Robert U e arPauline McFarland, Aura and Bea rivejj last Sunday to break the Ice and
trice Plummer of South Bristol; tow the craft to port for necessary
Doris Munroe, Priscilla Bates, Pau repairs.
line Bowden. Ruth Owen. Edna
Young, Velma Grey and Bertha Start
W EST W ALDO BO RO
of Camden; Lillian York of Damar
...
I
•
')■ ' "■ 6iit ■•<'« "•
iscotta Mills. Marion Hobbs. Harleth
Mr and Mrs. Oscar Demuth of,
Hobbs. Rachel Noyes and Louise
Worcester. Mass., spent the weekend
Eugley of Hope; feeds Emery and
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler.
Elizabeth Scammon of Owl's Head:
Miss Ida Winchentoach, a student
Marguerite Watts of Port Clyde;
of Maine Schoo) of Commerce. P ort
Helen Oldis. Annie Ellis. Rhoda Hil
land yisited over the weekend with
ton and Isabel Kaler of Waldoboro.
her parents Mr. and Mrs Dewey
The four young farmers are Char
Winchenbach.
lotte Bragdon of Damariscotta.
Mrs. John Johaninson of Waldo
Eileen Payson of Hope; Helen Ross
boro spent the weekend with Mr. and
and Beryl Borgerson of Owl's Head. .
Mrs Percy French.
BONUS CERTIFICATES
The fire chemical was called out
There were approximately 4.355,000 last week to a chimney fire a t the
men mobilized into the service of the home of Eldred Soule.
United States of whom 126.000 were
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer. Mrs.
killed or died. Of the remaining total Thelma Borneman and son Urban
about 3 531.800 had applied for and and Miss Agnes Creamer were
received adjusted compensation cer Augusta visitors Saturday.
tificates as of Dec. 1, 1934. About
Mrs. M artha Genthner of .Waldo
48.800 of these live in1 Alaska and boro called Monday on Mrs. Harlow
other territory outside the con Genthner.tinental United States. About 3.038.Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
000 of the certificate holders have al of Worcester. Mass., passed a few
ready borrowed on their certificates. days recently with Mrs. Sheffield's
mother Mrs. Viola Kuhn.
Miss Rosalind Kaler was in P ort
CREPE SPORTS FROCK
land recently.
Mrs. Gladys Young and daughter
of Cushing spent several days last
week with her sister Mrs. Clayton
Littlehale.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David pw.'fd
Saturday evening with Mr. an d Mrs.
M. C. Winchenbach at Waldoboro.
Mrs. Viola Kukn returned Sunday
to Worcester, Mass., after spending
a week a t her home here.>

K n o x L in c o ln F a rm B u re a u
'

Agriculture

Orchardists this week had the op
portunity to hear A. K. Gardner of
the Extension Service, discuss the
orchard situation in the State and
the outlook for the next few years.
Meetings were held in Hope and
Union.
• • a •

The last of the poultry meetings
will be held the coming week, sched
uled thus: Grange hall, Appleton,
Peb. 26; Camden. Harry Wolcott’s,
Feb. 27; Friendship, A'.blon Wotton’s,
rfFeb. 28; and Orff's Comer. Com
munity hall, March 1. Two other
meetings are scheduled for March;
the 12th in Union and 13th tn Hope.
• • • •
Two dairy meetings have been a r
ranged to be held in the county
March 7 a t Nobkboro, and March 8
at Whitefield. R. F. Talbot, dairy
specialist, will attend both. The
meetings are scheduled lor all day,
with milk testing in the forenoon.
• • • •
* Wylie Munsey of West Aina, has a
fine flock of early chicks. He is
planning to keep the pullets for sum
mer layers.
• • • •
The Poultry Outlook for 1935 is
available a t the Extension Serv.ce
office, Rockland.
• • • •
Roy Dow of West Aina is planning
to use some calnitro on his night
pasture. He found last year that
his cows did exceptionally well on a
'Xsmall plot cf his regular mowing field,
which he used only at night. Many
dairymen are using this material to
increase their hay yield.
• • • •
Programs for Farm and Home
Week can soon be obtained either
from the University of Maine, Orono,
or from the Extension office, Rock
land.
1
» • • •

With The Homes
I
,
Eight women have enrolled in the
Kitchen Improvement Contest and
plan to have the changes in their
kitchens completed by June 30
These contestants are: Mrs. Cecil
Annis, Simonton; Mrs. Ruth Leigh
ton. Sheepscott; Mrs Harold Hunter
Damariscotta; Mrs. Georgia Brown
ell. Hope; Mrs. Eva M. Young. Cam
den; Mrs. Doris Buchan. Nobleboro;
Mrs George Crocker. Boothbay; Mrs.
Clarence Boyd, Boothbay. Enroll
ment will be received in the contest
until March L by the home demon
stration agent, Miss Lawrence.

1

Miss Lawrence has this schedule
of meetings on "The Kitchen, the
Heart of the House:” Feb. 27. at
Bristol in the church, vestry. Mrs.
Harriet Redonnett and Mrs. Mary
Weeks are on the dinner committee.
Feb 28. South Bristol, at the chinch
vestry. Here Mrs. Doris Sproul and
Mrs. Mona Farrin are the house
keepers. March 1, Damariscotta, at
the Community House. Mrs. Dorothy
a Weeks and' Mrs. Mary Bumpus are
F on the dinner committee.
• • • •
Burkettville has a meeting on
Raising and Preserving Food at
Home March 1. at Mrs. Gladys Linscott's home. Mrs. Ruby Hannan
and Mrs. Gladys Cullman are the
leaders. Mrs. Eva Gordon and Mrs.
Hannan are on the dinner commit
tee. Mrs. Grace Brown and Mrs.
Hazel Perry from Appleton are plan
ning to attend this meeting so that
they will be able to conduct a similar
meeting in Appleton March 7.
• ■• •

r

4-H Club Notes
Miss Theresa Wood, food specialist,
from the Extension Service, will be
in Knox and Lincoln Counties March
2 and attend' meetings with Ruth
Clark, club agent. Miss Wood Will
take up, "Hows and Whys of Meal
Planning" with the Friendship Sun
shine Workers and Sunshine Help
ers at 10 a. m. At 1.30 p. m.. meal
planning will be discussed1 with the
I Alinakto 4-H of Tenant's Harbor and
the Maids of Maine. Port Clyde. A
joint meetings will be held with these
club6 at that time. Any other lead
ers or club members interested in

G R O S S NECK

For K idney and
B ladder Trouble
Stop G e ttin g U p Nights
Here's one good way to Hush harmlul waste from kidneys and stop bladder
Irritation that often causes scanty, burn
ing and smarting passage. Ask your
druggist for a 35-cent box of Oold Medal
Haarlem Oil Capsules—a splendid safe
and harmless diuretic and stimulant for
weak kidneys and Irritated bladder. Be
sides getting up nights, some symptoms
of kidney trouble are backaches, puffy
eyes, leg cramps, and moist palms, hut
be sure to get OOLD MEDAL—It's the
genuine medicine for weak kidneys—
right from Haarlem In Holland

Vein Y o rk-P a rit F aikinn i
T H IS snappy and youthful sports
frock designed for cruise and
southern resort wear Is a model
-fekely to ib e popular this spring
everywhere. It Is developed In Davenella, a new crepe made of Acele.
The straight line simplicity of the
frock ts accentuated by Its straightdown-the-front button closing and
the large patch pockets of the skirt.
A vivid, red, plaid, kerchlef-llke
*r a r t and matching rad hat smartly
aownt the ofgtwns.

Secretaries Get the Highest Pay;
“And Why Not ? ” Asks Dr. Gregg
New York.—Why does the secre
tary, that dea ex tnachina of the
American business office, receive a
higher average salary than all other
classes of fe
m a le o f f i c e
help? That this
Is true is Indi
cated by a re
port just pub
lished by the
W o m en ’s Bu
reau of the U.
S. Department
ot Labor as a
guide to girls
s e e k in g office
DR. GREGG
work.
The answer Is very simple, accord
ing to Dr. John Robert Gregg, na
tionally known authority on busi
ness education, and founder ot the
system ot shorthand which bears
his name. "The secretary has proven
that she can take it' by applying
nerselt to the study ot shorthand
and other courses necessary to a
successful career," he says. "The
girl whose economic necessity com
pels her to work tor a living will
never get further than the switch

board, the office files and poorly-paid
routine typing It she hasn't the
spunk and ambition to prepare her
self for a secretarial career. It she
knows her shorthand circles and
curves she will soon leave her unfor
tunate typist and file clerk sisters
far behind.”
The Women’s Bureau survey
showed that among 43,000 women
employed at various office tasks la
banks, advertising agencies. Insur
ance companies, Investment and
mall order houses, public utilities
and publishing firms, secretaries re
ceive the highest average pay, file
clerks the lowest. In all cities for
every type of office work studied the
average woman drew 899 a month.
T he average for secretaries was 8156
a month, as against 881 for file
clerks.
The Government study, the first
ot Its kind ever made, “Is a high
tribute to the commercial teachers
in our public schools and business
colleges,” declares Dr. Gregg. "What
ever criticism may be directed at
present-day educational methods, It
is apparent that education for busi
ness is in capable hands."

G E O R G E S R IV E R R O A D

W ALDOBORO

Pupils of Thomaston High School
Mr and Mrs. Luther Glidden are
are enjoying a week's vacation.
the parents of a daughter born Feb. 12,
Mis.cs Ida Harjula and Ina Anderson
Mrs. Geneva Welt entertained the
are visiting Miss Esther Harjula, stu
Susannah Wesley Society Monday a ft
dent at the Maine School of Com
ernoon.
merce. Portland.'
Mrs. Evie Morelan Studley of Bre
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson and
family and Miss Ida Harjula were men has been guest of Mrs. Emma T.
guests Friday evening of Mr. and Potter.
Mrs. Thomas Mondean. Beech Hill.
Leavitt'Storer recently entertained
Miss Mary Condon and' William
three young boys and a group of rela
Harjula were visitors recently at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ander tives in honor of his eighth birthday.
Ice cream and birthday cake were
son.
served,
and the young host received
Mrs. Fanny Heino and daughter j
many
gifts.
Esther, Mrs. Emma Johnson. Mrs. i
Gertrude Johnson and Mrs. Fred An- , Mrs. Ernest Moody is recovering
derson were at Georges River school rapidly from a surgical operation
last Friday afternoon. A short pro performed at the Memorial Hospital
gram was presented by the pupils in Damariscotta.
after which games were played, in
Capt Melvin Gilchrist, Mrs. Elsie
which pupils and visitors partici
Thomas. Mrs. Henry Ewell and Mrs.
pated. A large assortment of val
Edward Hill of St. George have been
entines were then distributed from
visiting recently with Mrs. Florence
a gay mail box. Refreshments were
Shuman.
served by the teacher Miss Emma
M enahga Grange observed Wash
Stackpo’.e and proved a sweet end ng 1
ington's Birthday with an appropri
to a happy afternoon.
ate program Monday evening. Neigh
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson enter bors' Night was observed a t the last
tained at a party a t their home re meeting with a Lincoln program. Re
cently. Those present besides the freshments were served and a pleas
host and hostess were Misse; Harriet an t social hour followed both meet
and Katherine Gilchrest Mary Con ings.
don. Mrs. Webster Clark and William
The home of A. L. Shorey is un
Harjula.
dergoing extensive repairs on account
Mr?. Webster Clark was h o tess to of damage caused by the recent fire.
the Three Crows recently. The eve
The Susannah Wesley Society will
ning was spqnt in sewing. Refresh serve a supper a t th e Methodist
ments were served.
Church Friday at 6 o'clock, the money
Several friends were delightfully to be used toward payment of the
entertained by Miss Harriet Gil- minister’s salary.
The Woman's Club observed Wash
chrest at the home of her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Gilchrest, Thom ington’s, birthday with an interesting
aston. last week in honor of her program. The affair was in charge
birthday, and th a t of Elmer Nelson. of Mrs. Marion Froelich 'chairman,
Mr. Nelson was greatly surprised Mrs Mildred Ashworth. Mrs. Sarah
when Mr. Gilchrest presented him Lash, Mrs. Lydia Morse, 'Mrs. Anne
with a birthday cake and several Burnheimer and Mrs. H attie Creamer.
presents. Miss Gilchrest also was The room was prettily decorated with
the recipient of many gifts and a the national colors with a large por
birthday cake made by Mrs. WebstPr trait of General Washington on the
Clark. The room was decorated in platform. The dainty luncheon also
keeping with, Valentine's Day. reflected the spirit of the day, Wash
Games were played, awards being ington pies being a feature of the
won in beano by Miss Mary Condon. menu. The program consisted of
Mrs. Charles Duncan, Webster Clark song and story concerning the first
and Henry Sukeforth. In pinning president with games on historic
tail on donkey, Miss Condon and themes. At the meeting next week
Elmer Nelson won the prizes. Other the 4-H Club girls will entertain the
guests were 'Mrs. Henry Sukeforth. club.
Chadwick Taylor. 14. was acci
Charles Duncan. Miss Katherine Gilchrest. William Harjula and Mrs. dentally shot in the foot when his
22-calibre rifle discharged while he
Elmer Nelson.
was hunting rabbits. He Is a t Memo
Miss Charlotte Weymouth of Rock
rial Hospital where It was learned
land is visiting her sister Mrs. Al
th at two bones In his foot were
fred Hkrjula.
broken.
There will be a meeting a t 7 o clock
• • • *
at the Finnish Congregationalist
Playa A t W. H . S. C arnival
Church. Rev. John F. Heino. pastor.
Dramatic
presentations, rate a m a
Coffee and cake will be donated and
served by Mr and Mrs. John Ander jor position among various diversions
son. assisted by members of their offered by the High School students
family for the benefit of the church. a t the carnival today and tomorrow.
The first one-act play. “Pa's New
Everyone is invited.
Hou.iekaeper,'’ is directed by Miss
The storm Sunday did not dampen Thelma Flagg I t has this cast: Pa
the ardor of local ice fishing en Jackson. Richard Achom; Jimmie
thusiasts, Elmer, Axel and Uuno Nel Jackson, Russell Htltom; Jack Brown,
son and Toivo Johnson who spent Eleanor Standish; Mollie Halbrook.
the day at Crawford's Lake.
Esther Reed; Mattle Jackson, Martha
• • • •
Luce.
Finnish Church
A pantomime. “The Duchess
There will be a service In the Bounces In.” will be directed by Earl
church Thursday a t 7 o'clock. Mr Spear, numbers on its program: Lady
and Mrs. John Anderson will serve Vera, Edith Perry: The Duke of Barrefreshments. A large gathering is chester, Daniel Winchenbach; The
Duchess of Barchester. Ethelyn
expected and everyone is welcome.
Whitehouse; Reginald. Keith Davis;
There will be a sale Feb. 28.
An interesting evening at the Con The Announcer. Rhoda Hilton; The
gregational Church in Thomaston, Situation Burton Davis.
The oast of the final tw o-act play.
March 7 will include a serial of pic
tures of the life of Christ, also scen “One Awful Aunt,” directed by John
Grant, 1s: Mrs. Hasleton. Shirley
ery of California.
Burns; Alice Hasleton, Annie Ellis:
Carrie Benton, Olive Piper; Matilda
GLENCOVE
Johnson, Helen Oldis; Frank HasleGet your Courier-Gazette from H ton. William Jameson; Arthur Wal
A. Barrows. Glcncove postoffice and lace. Lester Black; Pete. Richard
Freeman; David Mann. Charles
general store.—adv.
Bowers.

P age Five
EA ST BO O TH BA Y
The Junior Guild will meet Peb. 25
with Mrs. Malcolm Brewer.
Crescent Chapter O ES. held its |
regular meeting Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barlow spent
last weekend with her father Wads- I
worth McKown at Southport.
Preston Barlow, a student at Maine
Central Institute. Pittsfield, is pass
ing a week’s vacation with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Barlow.
The Boothbay P.T.A. held a meet
ing in the Methodist Church Friday
evening with a large attendance.
New Harbor residents are not the
only ones who are interested in
Perkins' Island news. Residents here
also read contributions with pleasure j
and wish they might appear more 1
often.
Charles Van Horn and son Charles
Adelbert motored Friday to Portland
where the former Is under observa
tion at the Marine Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. lawrence Dodge and
two children of Damariscotta are liv
ing here while Mr. Dodge 1s employed
at Hodgdon's boat shop.
Mr and Mrs. Francis Luke have re
turned to Parker Head after visiting
friends and relatives here.
About 73 men and boys attended
the Father and Son banquet which
was sponsored Feb 14, by the Junior
Guild.
George D. Smith has employment
at Pendleton's boat shop at Wiscas
set.
Miss Edith Dodge passed the week
end with friends at Boothbay Center
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dodge of
Boothbay Harbor are receiving con
gratulations on the birth of twins, a
son and daughter born Feb. 13 who
have been named Neal and Nancy.
Mr. Dodge, formerly of this com
munity, is the son of James Dodge.

E A S T L IB ER TY
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pease and
Alton Rowell have moved to camps on
G. W. McLain's property where the
men are engaged in chopping wood.
Mr. and iMrs. Edgar Hartford of
Oamden were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Grant.
Miss Marcia Sm ith of Rockland
spent a few days the past week with
her mother Mrs. Harry Burton.
Martel A. McLain of Winthrop was
a recent visitor at the home of friends
and relatives here.
Jeness Hall and Russell Joyce ot
Camden are spending a vacation from
high school in their camp on Stevens
Pond.
Mrs. Gertrude S. Colby Is passing a
few weeks in West Appleton.
Mrs. Clarence M. Howes Is con
valescing from a severe heart attack.
Robert Oxton is visiting Earl
Adams.
Mrs. Eunice E. Quigg received the
sad news of the death of her sister,
Mary O. Turner, Jan. 31. Mrs Turner
had many friends in Knox County as
she had resided several years in Ap
pleton where her husband, Edward
Turner, was engaged in trade. At the
time of her death she was living with
her daughter Mrs. Ruby Frazier in
Hallowell.
Robert O.. 20-months' old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy White died Feb
24 from acute indigestion. Last win
ter the infant suffered h severe, a t
tack of pneumonia from which he
never fully recovered. His last illness
was of short duration. Sympathy of
friends is extended the bereaved
family.

KCAN T BE
..HELPED,

ALREADY

\7
\/

^OH,BETTY, I SPEND S O ’
MUCH MONEY ON
iCLOTHES -Y E T
! EVERY WASHDAY
I HAVE TO SCRUB THE)

HELLO,
FLORENCE,
WHY DO YOU
LOOK SO GLUM?)

kLIFE OUT OF THEM /

HAVE TO SCRUB?
NONSENSE! USE RINSO.1
IT SOAKS OUT DIRT AND I
GETS CLOTHES 4 OR S
SHADES WHITER WITH
OUT SCRUBBING OR
BOILING

NEXT WASHDAY
'RALPH, I CAN HARDLY BELIEVE IT!
I DIDN'T SCRUB OR BOIL ANO
LOOK AT THIS BRIGHT, SNOWY
WASH NOW YOUR SHIRTS WILL
LAST 2 OR 5 TIMES LONGER
AKE it easy next washday. Use Rinso. Its
creamy, lively suds mat
out dirt—get clothes whiter, brighter
without a bit of hard rubbing. You
don't even have to boil. That saves
the clothes— saves money—saves YOU!
A little Rinso gives rich, lasting
suds-ewn in harJetl uattr. The makers
of 34 famous washers recommend
Rinso. Grand for dishes snd all clean
ing. Easyon hands. Tested and approv
ed by Good Housekeeping Institute.

T

AMERICA’S BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SO AP
Mrs Jennie Jarvis will entertain this
week.
Miss Fannie Jarvis has returned to
Bar Harbor after spending a few
weeks with Mrs. Jenr , e Jarvis.
Mrs William Spurling was called
to Southwest Harbor last week by the
illness of her pan Sheldon. He is now
much improved.
Frank Stanley, A. J. Bryant and
Frank Bartlett were visitors in Ells
worth Saturday.
Orris Dobbin of Bucks Harbor was
a caller last week on Charles Jarvis.

ISLESFORD
Calvin Alley is spending a 15-day
leave with his family at Jonesport.
Robert Watts of Boothbay Harbor
passed several days last week as guest
of Mr and Mrs Alvah Bunker. Mr
Watts was formerly a member of the
local coast guard service.
Clifford Beal and Calvin Alley were
called home last week by the death
of their niece.
Mrs. Archie Spurling was hostess to
the Islesford Church Club last week

Mrs. Melvin Genthner recently
visited Mrs. Inez McLain of Broad
Cove.
Miss Maxine Weaver is guest of
relatives a t Winslow's Mills.
C. L. Dinsmore of Nobleboro was
a visitor here Saturday.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Pearl Waltz of the
Village have been visitors a t his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz's.
'Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby of
Thomaston spent Tuesday evening
with her grandmother Mrs. Annie
Creamer and uncle. Harry Creamer.
Mrs. William Gross was visiting in
Rockland last week."
Miss Addic Geele recently visited
her sister 'Mrs. Fred Stahl of Broad
Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
SO UTH W ARREN
Thomaston have been guests of her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Members of White Oak Grange J
Genthner.
have been somewhat inactive for sev- |
Mrs. Gladys Young and daughter
eral weeks, but last (Friday night ’
Frances of Cushing have been a t the
meetings were renewed with an ex
home of her sister Mrs. Allison- Waltz.
cellent attendance. A benefit dance
Mrs. William Chase of Dutch Neck
will be held March 2 for a member
PO R T CLYDE
was a recent visitor of Mrs. Annie
who recently sustained an accident,
W ASH ING TO N
Creamer.
and it is hoped many will be present
The Courier-Gazette to now on sale
Ml-, and Mrs. Waiter Stover of West at the Postoffice and Miss Buker will
Fred Ludwiek now sells The Cou
Waldoboro visited Mr. and Mrs. also be glad to take new subscriptions rier-Gazette at the postoffice
' Lawyers are ltke doctors—they gei
Ralph Kugley last week.
us coming and going.
125*136
131*88
t * " .

THAT WEARS OUT
, CLOTHES, DEAR IT j

ANO IT'S FRAYED

VEGETABLE
FLO W ER
GARDEN and FIELD]

D E ER ISLE
Mrs. S. Adnc Rayncs who suffered
an ill turn recently, remains in a seri
ous condition.
■Mrs. M. P. Greenlaw. Mrs. George
Haskell and Mrs. Ray T Lowe spent
last Thursday in Bangor.
A valentine social was held Friday
evening at the library at Sunset.
Games were played and refreshments
were on sale. Proceeds were for the
benefit of the Christian Endeavor.
Earl S. Brown of Eagle visited last
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. George
M. Dodge.
Mr. and IMrs. Rupert Howard and
daughter Joan were guests Sunday of
Mr and Mrs. Lewis W Sylvester.
Edward Howard of Eagle is home
from the Maine General Hospital in
Bangor where he recently underwent
a serious operation.
Kenneth Greenlaw has returned to
New London, Conn , after a week's
vacation with his family here.
Miss Dorothy Dunham is in Sharon,
Mass., for medical treatment.
The engagement of Miss Marjorie
Thompson to Arthur C. Cox of Bos
ton was announced Feb. 9 at the
silver wedding anniversary of the
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Calvert
Cox in Boston.

[IT'S THE SCRUBBING

LOOK, FLORENCE,
I BOUGHT THIS
SHIRT LAST MONTH)

SHRUBS, P L A N T S, PERENNIALS, ETC.
Make
Your
Selections
Now!

7 7 YEARS RELIABLE
This fact has oerasifliird thousands to repeat
their orders with as year a 'te r year.— We feel
sure you will he drlighled with our Q U A L IT Y
stork.— T ry us this year! to’r arc sure you will
find it pays to buy your seeds, plants, etc., of a
seed house— especially our that has been in

ASK ABOUT
OUR

business 77 years.

FREE
SEEDS

This year's Catalog is in colors. It's a beauty!
W'e have a FREE ropy for you! W here shall we
mail it, if you eaiinot conveniently rail?

OFFER!
FARM,

D A IR Y

and

POULTRY

E AID A L L 5
F t D t R A t and

T tM P tt

STS.,

iD P P I I I S ~

’

SEED4

H IT{N E Y
P Q W ItA Y D

M A IIY E

635

SOCONY BURNING OIL
,

FOR RANGES_

I >

.
N

J

f IT S C L E A N .N O T
S M O K Y OR S M U D G Y !

A N D ITS PURE —
IT G IV E S A MORE
E V E N H EAT!

PHONE ROCKLAND 115
FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

SO CO NY-VACUUM

OIL COMPANY, INC

J

THOM ASTON

W H Y .........

N

IS

E very-Other-Day
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considered

Walter Young who bought an an
nex to the Sttapson house, has
moved it to a lot in Cushing and will
fit it up for use as a camp.
Mrs. Dawson Brewer is spending1
a week or two with her father in
Stockton Springs.
The Stlmpson House was mowd
Tuesday to Community Farm. The
snowplow furnished the power and did j
fine work. If the plan of the select
men materializes, the Farm will be
a busy place in turning out 100 cords
of wood.
Mrs. Walter Simmons gave a mis
cellaneous shower to her niece Miss
Doris Wellman of Rockport a t her I
home on Georges street. In honor of
her approaching marriage to Clifton 1
Conary of Camden. T he guest of
honor received many gifts, and games
of bridge, cribbage and beano af
forded much pleasure to the com
pany. Miss Wellman is well remem
bered here, as the family lived in
this town a t one time and she was
graduated from Thomaston High
School, class of 1931. Guests were
Mrs. Herbert Wellman, Mr. and Mrs [
Arthur Ifemy, Mrs. Ellis Young, Mrs. j
Oliver B. Hahn, Miss Margaret i
Miller, Mrs. John Mitchell of Friend
ship. Misses Harriet Emery, Agnes
Long, Frederica T ib b e tts . Flora Cole,
Helen Yeager, Dorothy Spofford and
Arnese Mills of Rockland.

QUEER TRANSPORTS
STILL IN BUSINESS

SNAPSHOT CUIL
FLOW ER. P IC T U R E S

coming

Washington. — Record - breaking
streamline trains and giant airliners
have recently been news sensations
In America; Italy is still applaud
ing an alr-mlnded son who sped
through the air more than 400 miles
an hour a short time ago; and
Great Britain Is Just quieting down
after celebrating the victory of two
of her flyers who won the Lontlonto-Melbourne air race.
Modern transportation, this. But
one can still find types of trans
portation facilities, even In the
world's largest cities and their ru
ral neighborhoods, that were in use
decades and even centuries ago.
“Cabbies” Still Available.
“There Is not a sizable town In
the United States In which one can
not hall a taxi, and In many of them
charter a plane; yet the top-hat
ted cabbie, whose pompous figure
held sway over traffic on boulevards
In the gay nineties has not been
entirely shelved," says the National
Geographic society. “These ‘taximen’ of another era have Jealously
watched as new traffic lights have
been Installed, traffic lanes hnve
been painted to keep modern motor
ists from crushing bumpers and
fenders, and streets have been
widened and trees sacrificed to make
room for more of their rivals; yet
they still constitute something of
a traffic problem.
“Within sight of concrete, 40-mllean-hour highways, and less than a
hundred miles from Washington, D.
C „ ' and Annapolis, Md, ox-drawn
vehicles still lumber along; while In
the isolated, mountain regions of
the West, sure-footed burros anil
pack mules continue to be the only
companions of many rugged pros
pectors.
“Millions of visitors arrive at At
lantic City by automobile, airplane
and train, yet to see the ‘sights’ along
the boardwalk, they hire three
wheeled rolling chairs. Others ar
rive at Bermuda aboard palatial
steamships, but take to bicycles to
tour the Island.
“On the corners of modern, wide
thoroughfares of Shanghai, HongKong and Canton, China, the trav
eler hails the riksha and weaves
perilously through a maze of motor
and pedestrian traffic. In the alleylike back streets of the native
towns, however, he may prefer a se
dan chair to avoid Jostling men and
women and stumbling over children
to whom these mere byways are
playgrounds.

SUBJECTS

CAMERA

Your flowers may w ither
and die but a picture of
them will live forever.

be quite unusual to find
mother, wife or home-maker
ITaWOULD

City Fathers -- Read This

CENTI

>

INE

S o r in g F e lt H a ts

tke, k n o t

ar T I E D
O NE

GREGORY’S

rzM/e—.

few cents at your druggist’s. Try Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment today.

held Tuesday. A very enjoyable time sale Saturday at 1.30 at Walsh's store.

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 23
cents, three times for 50 cents, Addl«
tlonal lines five cents each for one time,
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

In Odd Contrast W ith
Modern Speedy Traffic.

the best results are obtained when
lighting comes more from the sides
who hasn’t a potted plant, vase of so as to cast interesting, artistic
artificial flowers or an object of art shadows.
in the house that for one reason or Successful flower photography has
Although Rockland's street lighting costs per capita are far below the
another has become the “favorite.” been made quite easy with the in
troduction of super sensitive pan
Flowers are much like friends.
national average of well lighted communities, yet even its streets at night
chromatic film. Thia film provides
You no doubt like and respect all of users of roll-film cameras with the
offer a striking contrast with many other Maine cities and towns.
the friends you associate with so advantages of extreme speed under
cially or you wouldn’t seek their artificial light and complete color
It reflects the up and coming community . . . progressive merchants
companionship nor accept their hos sensitivity heretofore available only
. . . wide awake citizens . . . a real live town, and best of all, TRUE
The Baptfct Mission Circle met
pitality. There is invariably, how in cut film and plates. This film, sen
ECONOMY.
Tuesday afterncon with Mrs. Cora
ever, one or two you like particu sitive to all colors, records the va
Currier. White Cross work occupied
larly well. There is something about rious color tones more in the varia
Some cities and towns have attempted to economize by turning off or
the time. Present were Mrs. Charles 1 .hem that appeals to you. Their very tion of brightness as seen by the
reducing their street lights.
H. Washburn. Mrs. Lettie Starrett. j presence cheers you. It may be their eye.
personality, their manner of speech,
The diagram above shows how
Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Grace An
In almost every case their experience has been INCREASED CRIME
their consideration of others, even the picture to the right was taken.
drews,
Mrs.
H.
S.
Kilborn.
Mrs.
Lucy
j
A N D BURGLARY . .
INCREASED TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
IN 
their Idiosyncrasies or many other It is best not to place lights directly
Davidson. Mrs. Richards, Mrs. Susie j things referred to and classified un in front of the subject for in doing
CREASED D A M A G E TO AUTOMOBILES A N D OTHER PROPERTY . . .
Newbert and Mrs. Cora Currier. | der the small but greatly publicized so you will generally fail to get
INCREASED LOSS IN DEATH A N D DISABILITY . . . INCREASED IN
depth In the picture. You will notice
word—"IL”
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
SURANCE RATES.
We can’t say that flowers have that the tray, used effectively as a
Edna Smith.
“It.” That’s stretching things a lit background, is tilted against the
Herbert Morgan who has charge of
tle too far; but they do have a way wall and not flat against it. By tilt
a crew of men employed chopping
of becoming a bright spot in our ing the tray the shadow to the right
wood a t South Hope, was a t home
is made possible and adds greatly
lives.
Tuesday, returning the following day.
Why not keep a record of their to the depth and attractiveness of
Three national surveys* of the .cost of inadequate street lighting have
growth and beauty with snapshots? the picture.
Mrs. Inez Libby entertained the
been made and the results of all three are almost identical.
You can take good pictures of flow As shown in the diagram, you will
West End Beano Club Tuesday eve
ers with any camera in the house or need two photoflood lamps placed in
. . . It's this.
ning. Old fashioned costumes were
outdoors but today let’s discuss pic an ordinary floor lamp with the
worn. Awards were won by Mrs.
shade tilted slightly upward. If you
tures of flowers in the house.
‘Good lighting w ill taoe the citizen* ot a community
Theodore Rowell and Mrs. E tta Ben
Proper lighting Is the foundation cannot tilt the shade remove it en
alm ott three tim e*it*co»t”
ner. Others present were Mrs. Olive
for good flower photography. It tirely and hold a white cardboard,
Brarier, Mrs. Ann Day, Mrs. Nellie
should be remembered that shadows sheet or even a bright dishpan be
In other words, some Maine cities and towns are P A Y IN G THREE
are necessary to properly reproduce hind the lamps to serve as a reflec
Orff. Mrs. Cora Belasco, Mrs. Etta
TIMES THE COST OF G O O D STREET LIG H TIN G in the expense of
form in any graphic illustration. In tor. You may want to do your own
Benner. Miss Eliza Whitney and Mrs.
outdoor photography natural light experimenting in the placing of the
CRIME and ACCIDENTS!
Josephine Stone.
ing is depended upon so it is neces photoflood lamps to get shadows
Russell Young is spending the week
sary to wait until the sunlight comes th at please you most.
Reducing a community's street lighting is a costly investment.
with his grandmother Mrs. Elizabeth
After locating the subject In the
from the right direction to get the
Duncan in Camden.
proper lighting for your subject. In finder set the diaphragm a t /.6.3 and
Miss Barbara Gilchrest is in North
this respect indoor picture taking the shutter speed at 1/25 of a second
has its advantages. You make and and take your picture.
Haven for a visit with her sister
$2.50 PER C A P IT A FOR STREET L IG H T IN G
Your flowers may wither and die
place your own lighting.
Mrs. George Bragdon.
has been determined by insurance companies, safety and lighting
As a general rule, bright direct but the picture will live forever.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Copeland are
engineers as a fair basis on which to determine a community's street
JOHN VAN GUILDER
overhead light is not desirable so
leaving today for Lowell. Mass., where
lighting budget.
they will be guests for a few weeks
city, and, if he can sell any of his
of Mrs. Copeland's sister and brother- M AIN E-IA C A T L A R G E
speedy justice ideas, Miami may set
in-law.
a precedent for the rest of the coun
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock is due to Night Life Down In St. Pete
try to aim at.
arrive today from Bates College.
A s Seen By a G a y Rock A reporter at Daytona Beach tells
Lewiston, and will be accompanied by
land M an
of a ride, over the race course in a
one or more guests.
,p
big sedan, with Campbell himself at
M
P
A
N
Y
POW EI
The pastor's topic a t the Baptist
St. Pete., Feb. 16.
the wheel. You know how we gaze at
Church Sunday morning will be “Are Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Old Orchard Beach—and think of the
•The three surveys, made by entirely different methods,
You a Hobo?" At 7 p. m. there will
Each night at 6.45 St. Pete becomes joy it would be to "open up” a car
were carried on by the Travelers Insurance Company, by the
be a big sing led by the young peo
I. E. S. Investigating Committee, and by the Illuminating
a
silent listener, for 39 minutes life on that. I have at least been over the
Laboratory of General Electric. You may obtain copies of
ple's chorus. The sermon subject
any or all of them by writing General Electric, Schenectady,
and
movement here are suspended sanls of Daytona a t one-sixth the
will be “3hut the Gate."
speed the Briton hopes to make.
N . Y.
Miss Hazel Harrison is expected while three men talk, they are Lowell
And are the eating places crowded
home today from Farmington for a Thomas. Amos n’ Andy B efore th e 1 during this month! We are just
few days stay.
night’s festivities get under way. about at the peak of the season. The
MEDOMAK
throngs gather around every radio in avenue to the municipal pier is on a
Captain
John
Brown
is
on
a
busi
Mrs. L. W. Osier and son John
spent last week in Portland as guest ness trip which is expected to include town; hotel lobbies are filled, the slight grade, and, on Sunday after
noons, locking dewn two blocks and
\
I sidewalks are crowded wherever a
of her sister Mrs. Hazel Timberlake. Florida.
out onto the pier you see just one
Miss Martha Jones is leaving today radio is. Then at 7.15 the scene again
Mrs. Regina Carter passed a few
grand mass of cars and people. The
days last week with Mrs. Lowell for West Somerville to visit her sister , becomes animated as the 101 differ, pier and its approach are seven cars
Mrs.
E.
L.
Russell.
,
Burns a t Muscongus.
Mr. anjd Mirs. Theodore McLain ent ways of amusement claim their wide—and packed! Well just imagine!
Mrs. Roland Prior and infant
patrons
it
the mecca
bathers, those who
daughter Mildred returned Sunday and daughter Pauline of Medomak
Night life in St. Pete is most pleas- atWnd the community sing, and all
from Mrs. Little's Hospital a t Wal are here far a short stay.
North Yarmouth Academy and ing; the city's questionable dives are who are longing for a sight of the
doboro.
briny blue.
Alvary G. Gay.
Thomaston
High School will play
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner and
few and far between; all is cn the
two children were Rockland visitors basketball in the Andrews gymnasium
level, good clean amusement. There
Friday night.
Saturday.
Josiah Maxey, 85, a former resi are the brilliantly lighted shuffleMrs. Irvine Simmons of Muscongus
dent
o fthis town died a t Sailors' board courts, several good dances,
spent last week with her sister 'Mrs.
Snug
Harbor. N. Y„ recently. For musicals, the theatries. and not least
Roscoe Cc’.lamore.
of all the dog races.
t
Mr. andiMrs. Clifford Shuman were several years he was a quartermaster
Sidewalk entertainment at la Dixie!
in
the
government
service.
recent guests of her parents Capt. and
Charles C. McDonald was taken to Last night as I came out of one of the
Mrs. Maloney in Cushing.
Knox
Hospital Wednesday for treat cafeterian. I. all unknowingly, stepped
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chadwick of
ment.
His brother Arthur has been directly onto a stage. There, before
Friendship visited recently with Mrs.
the door, were four colored lads; all
called
from
New York.
Mary Prior.
about ten years old; barefooted boys
The
operetta
“Queen
Flora's
Day
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C arter and
of tan—yea man! They were singing
Mrs. Roscoe Collamore were visitors Dream” received a large patronage
and dancing, boy! Rhythm and
a
t
th
e
Baptist
vestry
Wednesday
eve
Sunday a t the home of Mrs. Emer
music were sure in their bones. Four
ning.
The
audience
showed
its
ap

son Simmons in Friendship.
young Caloways in the making.
preciation
of
the
fine
manner
in
Bernard Genthner and Verge Prior
Looks as though we might expect
which it was presented under the
were visiting in Rockland last week.
management o f Mrs. Grace Strout. big doings in Miami! The grand jury
Mrs. M artha Soule and two chil
musical director of the church, and has indicted a state senator, several
dren who have been spending a few
hears o f fo reMrs. Amy Tripp organist. An able society leaders, and a dozen or so
days in Lewiston have returned
handed
young m od
committee, Mrs. Percy Averill, Mrs. police chieftains for their bad habits.
home.
erns w h o have the wed
Hopkins. Mrs. Edward N ewcombe, Bernard MacFadden is now in the
ding invitations ordered
Miss Elizabeth Washburn, Mrs. Leila
Smalley. Mrs. Achom. Mrs. Day, Mrs. was reported by all in attendance,
before the gentleman has
Orff. Miss Olive Elwell. Mrs. Guy Honors were taken by Mrs. Russell
“ popped the question.”
Lermond and Mrs. Emma Kalloch as Davis, first; Miles Weston, second
W e frown upon this prac
sisted. The proceeds amounted to $25. and Maynard Spear, third. The fifth
tice! But they should be
The American Legion Auxiliary is of the series will be held next Tuesday
o rd ered ea rly — and th e
giving a beano party Friday evening evening, play beginning at 7.30.
Cheer up! Spring is just around the corner.
order should specify “ en
In the Legion rooms.
Woman’s Auxiliary will meet to
W e’re W aiting
Try on some of our new felt Mallory Hats and
grave u p o n L in w ea v e
night in the Parish Hall a t 7.30 to
T
h
a
t’s
the
mental
attitude
of
folks
here
in
S
t
John
Church
Noirs
W ed d in g Papers." For
elect officers and repair vestments.
you ’ll know it’s true. Shapes and colors that
M aine toward colds, coughs, grippe or flu. For,
no matter what comes—Johnson's Anodyne,
Special choir devotions followed by
The
second
of
Pro-Vestry
social
they are ultra-correct. The
are mott becom ing . . . homburgs . . . pork pies
that famous old home treatment is wafting in
meetings held Monday evening was choir practice, will be held Friday
m any a medicine chest—as it has for the last
rich v ellu m -lik e texture
r 24 years! Folks in Maine don’t know what
. . . snap brims. Unusual values!
successful. Beano and “63” were a t 7 o’clock.
t h e weather will d o - but tiiey do know w tut
. o f Linweave speaks elo
can be expected of Johnson’s Anodyne Lini
Services Sunday; At 9 a. m.. Holy
played, with awards won by George
m ent. Other so-called cold remedies come and
quently o f the taste o f rite
go — hut Johnson's Anodyne Linimeut has
Hall and Paul Huber. There will be Eucharist followed by Church School:
stood the test of time through 124 long, hard
bride-to-be.
another meeting next Monday eve a t 7.30 p. m., the institution of the
M aine winters. •
W hy don’t you try this famous prescription
T h e Courier-Gazette
Pro-Vestry,
postponed
from
last
Sunning
when
further
plans
will
be
de
of a good old country doctor whose patients
demanded quick cures— not just claims ? Johnday
due
to
bad
weather,
will
take
veloped.
TOP T O TO E O UTFITTERS
son’s Anodyne is a 2-way—internal and exter
nal treatm ent that really w orktl It doesn’t
The fourth of the series of contract place.
"pet” a cold — it knocks It out — usually the
parties sponsored by the parish was
There will be a home-cooked food
first day, You can get a generous bottle for a
W E D D IV G P A P E R S

up an<

In E verybody’s C olum n

• LOST A N D F O U N D j

W ANTED
USED PIANOS wanted: we will buy or
trade in your piano for merchandise.
BURPEE FURNITURE CO. Tel. 450
20-tf
MAN wanted for Rawlelgh Route of
800 families Write immediately. RAWLEIGH DEPT MEB-74-SA. Albany. N. Y.
17*Th*23
POSITION wanted. Light housework
In small family.
Experienced. MRS.
LUCY CLARRY. Waldoboro. Tel. 10-3
Waldoboro.
23’25
POSITION wanted as cook or general
housekeeper. experienced;
reasonable
salary: references
Write M. B . care
The Courier-Gazette.
22*24
TWO or three furnished rooms or small
apartment wanted by man and wife.
Write K. S., care The Courier-Gazette. .

Even Wheelbarrows.

__________________________

FOR SALE
FOX TERRIER pups, five weeks old.
GUY JOHNSON, Lake Ave. Tel. 566-J.
21*23
HORSE SLED and single runner pung
and second hand harness for sale. Tel.
433-R 64 MECHANIC ST.
23*25
SPECIALLY prepared salt mackerel for
sale at four cents per pound. Address
MACKEREL AGENT, care The CourierGazette.
23-25
DRY fitted wood by the cord or foot t
for sale. V. L. PACKARD. Tel. 446.
•*
21-23
MOUNTAIN green hard wood for sale.
Junks $7.50. also dry hard. Trucking all
kinds.
HASKELLS. Tel. 29-M
12
Prescott St.
22*24
PORTABLE adding machine, type
writer and office supplies for sale.
MAINE SPECIALTY CO. Phone 144
23*25
HARD coal $15 ton, Pocahontas soft
coal $9 ton. Coke $12 ton. Fifteen tons
July cut hay, <15 ton In barn. J. B.
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
7*13-tf
SIX ROOM house for sale at 190 South
Main St.. Newly painted and papered,
lights, gas toilet and lavatory; extra lot.
F. S SHERMAN. 80 Camden St.. City.
19-30
INCUBATOR, double deck, 1200 egg.
hot water heat turning trays. Used onl^r
one season Also butter worker, nearly^*
new for sale WALTER BENNER 343
Old Couty Rd Tel. 834-W
22-24
CHESTER White Boar, thoroughbred,
3-years-old. large and In fine order Will
trade ROSE HILL FARM. Owl’s Head.
Me. Tel. 341-R
18-23
FISHERMEN—An Ideal house. Spruce
Head Island, six rooms, plenty of fire
wood. orchard. Price right. TEL. 793-W,
Rockland, after 4 p m.
Io6-tf
FOR SALE—VALUES—Fine granulated
sugar, $4 73 per 100 lbs . 25 lbs., $121,
10 lbs.. 49c Native fresh eggs. 35c doz.
Native potatoes. 15c peek, 55c bushel,
native Johnson's yellow-eye or cream
beans. 10 lbs 79c. $1.00 peck. Salt pork
18c lb. Macaroni or Spaghetti. 10 lb box
89c. 20 lb box $1 49 Granulated meal.
10 lbs 39c. Pride Soap. 10 bars 25c. I
Purity Salt. 10 lb bag 19c. White Rose ’
flour. 87c bag. $6.95 bbl.; My-T-NIce
flour 97c bag; Stovers Pride flour $1.15
bag. $8 90 bbl : Occident flour, $1.27 bag.
Plckwlck-Croft —Ballantine Ale. 2 bot
tles 25c, $3 00 per case (contents).
Stover s Forcing Egg Mash. $2 45; M. F. L.
Egg Mash with Nopco XX OH, $2 55;
M. F L. IS per cent Dairy Feed. $2 1C;
Stovers Pride 20"; Dairy Feed. $2 28.
We also carry a full line of dairy and
poultry supplies and equipment. Pay
cash, pay less at Stover’s. STOVER
FEED MANUFACTURING CO.. 80 Park
St. Tel. 1200.
23-25
BARRED ROCK hatching eggh and
day old chicks for sale. STANDARD
POULTRY FARM, Box 207, Friendship.
Me.
15-26
GIRLS bicycle for sale, m good con
dition. almost new. Call 120 LIMEROCK
ST.. City.
147*tf
SIX ROOM house at Pleasant Gardens B
electric lights, garage, three lots of laneA
Rent plan $900; $10 per month. V. P .W ,'
STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
I

“What traveler leaves Durban,
Natal, without employing a Zulu rlkshaman? The dark-hued tribesman
In gay-feathered headdress and scant
clothing, Is one of the colorful fea
tures of the South African city. In
remote Szechwan province, China,
wheelbarrows, which are the local
transports, have worn ruts In flag
stone pavements; In Sumatra, If
one goes native, he must travel in
a buffalo-drawn cart w"hose thatched
top Is shaped like a sway-backed
horse, pointed at each end. In Pal
ermo, Sicily, the purely Sicilian wny
to get about town Is by native cart,
a two-wheeled vehicle on whose
side panels are gayly depicted Bible scenes and Sicilian panoramas;
and in Ireland, the Irish Jaunting
car on which passengers sit back
to back and face outward lends at
mosphere to a tour of the Emerald
Isle.
"Llamas stll carry loads In the
Andes, and elphants still are fa
vored among the tiger hunters of
India. In spite of progress In Belglam, the morning milk Is still
delivered by dogcart at many n
doorstep, and dog sleds are yet the
most dependable transportation In
the Icy wastes of the Arctic and
Antarctic. The tired explorer en
joys comfortable travel In a hammockllke ‘chair’ borne by native
porters In central Africa; the
mountaineers of northern India and
western China employ the yak ns
their beast of burden; the camel
still plods the caravan routes of
North Africa, Arabia and central
Asia; and the carabao (water buf
falo) Is the dependable draft ani
mal of the East Indian Islands.”

1-tf

Son W on Part Victory
Over Dad for School
Omaha.—Lloyd Skinner, Jr., twen
ty, who sought to compel his father
to pay for his college education,
won only a partial victory when he
took his case to District court
The judge ordered the senior
Skinner to remit $300 for his son’s
college expenses last year, holding
Lloyd had a right to complete the
term having entered college.
He refused, however, to order the
father to pay for another year.

South African Carnes
Whales in His Suitcase
Capetown.—“Anything to
de
clare?” asked the customs officer.
“Two whales,” said the man with
the suitcase.
“Don’t be funny,” snapped the
officer. “Just open thnt bag.”
The man opened the case—and
produced the whalea
They were contained In bottles—
whale embryos taken from a harpooned whale.
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TO LET
;

SIX ROOM tenement, electric lig h t s ,^ »
flush closet, at 7 Union St. Inquire
BENJAMIN MILLER. Rankin St. Phone
692-M.
9-tf
HEATED rooms first floor, opposite
bath. $4 per week. MABEL ATKINS. Foss
House. 77 Park St.
23-tf
HOUSE to let. eight rooms, running
water, electric lights, rooms all in good
condition. Land for garden; garage,
Crescent Beach. Owl s Head, Me. Apply
ROSE HILL FARM, Owls Head.
341-R
18-23
FURNISHED house to let; also piano
for sale at 79 Union St. P. W. SKAY.
23*25
TWO-ROOM heated furnished apart
ment; bath. $6 a week. FOSS HOUSE,
77 Park St. Tel. 330.
8-tf
FOUR ROOM tenement upstairs, elec
tric llghta. flush closet, at 582 Main St.
Inquire BENJAMIN MILLER, Rankin St. j
Phone 692-M.
9-tf^
ENTIRELY reflnlshed tenement to let.
Excellent condition, pleasant, easily
heated.
New
hardwood
varnished
kitchen. Apply 11 JAMES ST.
1-tf
SIX ROOM house on Oak St., all mod
ern. to let. Apply ALBERT S. PETER
SON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
1-tf
tt

♦
♦

MISCELLANEOUS

S51—
WATCHMAKER, ALL KINDS watches,
clocks repaired. Call and delivered. 8.
A. MACQMBER. 23 Amesbury St.
1*26
MRS. RUTH MATHIAS. Astrologlst.
Complete Astrological Reading Send
birth date, five questions and $1. BOX
106. Bangor,' Me.
23*25
NOTICE-Thls is to notify all persons
my wife, Bertha Russell, having left my
bed and board without Just cause, I
shall pay no bills contracted by her aftethls date. Feb. 14. 1934. ALTON T. RUS
SELL. Rockville. Me.
21*23
SKATES SHARPENED. CRIE HARD
WARE CO., 408 Main St., Rockland.
1-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time*
Prom pt service.

CRIB HARDWARE CO.
1-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock

land Hair Store, 24 Elm bt

Mall orders

solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
.____________
I - tf

W EST RO CK PORT
The Courier-Gazette is now on sale
at the Postoffice.—adv.
131’ tf

Newly minedl gold surpassed’ all
records, for value if not. for. number
of ounces in 1934,

'

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
order. Keys made to fit all locks when
original keys are lost. House. Offlce or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
1-tf

REAR THE ABS

■Save, Money
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®SOC' ETY

"oh, Ooctor!” Cast
SERIOUS SALLIES
— by—
SALLY LOW E

In addition to personal notes regard
The Women's Educational Club will Grand Idea, earlaps . . . for women!
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of meet March 1 a t G.A.R. hall from 2 The comforts of home all in two slaps
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be to 9.30 o’clock. The speakers will be of velvet! Fairly soon someone ought
gladly received.

announced. Mrs. Caro clones and to invent automatic nose wipers for
Mrs. A. D. Morey will be hostesses for snow shovellers!
• • • »
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jackson gave coffee at 6 o'clock.
Happiness is not found in your
a cafeteria party Monday night at
Hairy Berman returned Friday pocketbook! Nor is it found in a
their home on Beech street compli
place you have read about, dreamed
menting Mrs. Russell Bartlett who from St. Petersburg where he has
about, thought about! Nor does it
been
for
a
few
weeks'
vacationing.
He
leaves scon to spend a month In
come a t a certain time in life . . . as
was
accompanied
by
Dick
Reed
who
New York and New Jersey. Games of
tomorrow! I t is there after accom
various kinds were played, Mrs. B art evidently decided “seeing Florida on plishment; after suffering which has
a
dollar"
wasn’t
all
It
Is
represented.
lett being high liner in the greater
proven the brain and brawn are
number.
Harry B. Bradbury, formerly of something real and not glucose
Rockland, was In the city over the words; it is within everyone who will
Sunshine Society held a silver tea
let the substance shine out as a
weekend.
Monday a t the Central Maine rooms,
beacon on the bay of despair. H ap
with Mrs. Carrie Sherman, Mrs.
piness is a state of mind.
Mrs. Emma Stone of North Haven
• • • •
Asenath Achorn, Mrs. Eva Loring
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. John Wonderings:
andl Mrs. Carrie G rant as hostesses,
Lermond, the latter having an ap art
How much longer a certain south
There were 24 present.
ment at 15 Summer street.
ern gentleman of senatorial reknown
will barbecue th e air with dusty com
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier and son
Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Weisjnan are
ments about th a t land of Utopia
Edward go to B{ston today for a few leaving today for Boston.
which can be these United States if
days' visit, joined cn route by Miss
Alice Heilier, from Augusta.
Mrs. Harold Connon Is a medical he had any say about the matter!
How much longer people are going
patient a t Knox Hospital.
to criticise atrocious hair-growing
Richard P. Bird has returned from
Mrs. A rthur Brewster will en ter artists when the business men in
a week's visit In New York.
towns are not trodding the steps of
tain ARTH Club Friday afternoon.
the barber poles as regular as usual.
Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy recently enter
Richard B ird has been in Boston
How ultra persons would react if
tained a t a n evening bridge, with two
someone reminded them they once
tables, Mrs. R. L. McKinley of Union andl New York on a business trip.
knew them when they had the d irt
and E. Stew art Orbeton of West
Mrs. Everett Munsey entertained iest face in the neighborhood!
Rockport won prizes.
• • ■•
Willing Workers a t a bridge luncheon
It is certainly the little things in
Monday a t Crescent Beach. There
Charles E. Bicknell of University of
were four tables. Contract prizes life that count! Ju st look at a snow
Maine is a t hi^ home in this city
were won by Mrs. Ralph Wiggin and flake and judge your distance to the
for a few days.
Mrs. Donald Leach. Auction prizes end of your path a t the end of day!
• • • •
by Mrs. Kanl O'Brien and Mrs. E.
Junior Harmony Club will hold its
Have you ever been sitting in a
Stewart Orbeton.
midwinter picnic a t the Universalist
draught and not know it? People
vestry Friday a t 6, each member to
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae had as are draughts; some blowing breezily
invite one guest. Members are asked house party guests Saturday and about with a cold breath of dissatis
to be in costume if possible, take box Sunday a t their Crescent Beach cot faction. others guffing in a doomed
lunch, and take dime to take care of tage Mr. an d Mrs. Charles A. Rose, hot air. The reason one catches cold
current expenses. A jolly time is Mr. and Mrs. F. A. TirreU, 'Mr. and is often due to the fact one is uncon
planned.
Mrs. W. H. Rhodes and Mr. and Mrs. scious of the draught. Do you sit
unconsciously getting cold each day
L. N. Lawrence.
by the lingo of the world at large?
Mrs. Frank Fields was hostess to
Chummy Club Tuesday evening.
Mrs. W. W. Spear has returned Or do you wrap yourself with the
from Newark, N. J., where she was ulster of knowledge knowing th a t
after the winds die down your sun
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gould have called by the death of her sister.
will shine brightly when your sum
returned to Washington, D. C.
Junior League cf B'Nai B 'rith is mer comes?
• • • •
Capt. an d Mrs. Charles G. Hewett sponsoring a Washington's Birthday
Stood
knee
deep
in the snow behind
go to Boston today to attend the dance a t Ocean View ballroom F ri
a
runway
of
street
shops, watching
annual ball of the First Corps Cadets day night to raise funds for charitathe rushing whirl of a waterfall tear
a t the Corps Armory on Common ,ble purposes. Indications are th a t
headlong across smooth rocks to the
wealth avenue. They will be house it will be a most enjoyable and suc
bav. The clamorous tooting of horns
guests of Capt. and Mrs. O. H. Bohlin cessful affair. Tickets are moving
and sales talk was hushed in the fast
in Weston, and will make a short briskly, and several cf the Main
thunder of silver waters, soliloquizing
visit with Mrs. Hewett's mother, Mrs. street merchants are contributing
its power behind the scenes. The
Susan Foss.
prizes, both for door and dance, the great things of life are oftentimes
Corner Drug Store being the latest found off from the travelled high
Miss Abbie Carter entertained to donate. S tan Walsh's Orchestra way, behind the scenes of everyday
D&F Club Monday night, bridge will furnish music.
living, rushing strong Into the bay of
honors going to Mrs. Raymond Cross,
eternity, never to be forgotten!
Shakespeare Society met Mon
Mrs. Herbert Kallcch and Miss
• • • •
day evening with Mrs. Ruth EllingMarion Upham of Rockport.
The wisdom of some people is ob
woQd. Act II. cf “Romeo and JuLet” viously not shown in their appear
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Rankin mo was read, Mrs. Ellingwood as leader ance, but in their disappearance!
• • • a
tored to Orono Tuesday, combining a contributing interesting notes, and
"What la Life, but a passing—
business trip with a short visit with stimulating members to participate.
And Love, but a breeze,
And children a language—
their daughter, Lucille, at Univer Scene 2, which is the -famous baicony
To learn as we please?
scene, was “staged" in a very clever
sity oT M&;ne.
And distance a moment.
Regained
by the moon,
and picturesque manner.
Mrs.
with people relnemberlng—
Miss Mary B artlett of South Thom Ellingwood had cleverly contrived a
Forgetting, too soon!
What Is time, but the starter.
aston is in Bar Harbor for a visit balcony in the doorway between the
And heaven the goal!
Lift your heart up. mv partner,
with relatives.
living room.?, forming the setting fcr
Sing a song In your soul!"
Romeo andi JuLet to put on the
Mrs. John I. Snow entertained a “world's greatest love scene”—Mrs.
Juliet. Miss Alice Erskine presented
group of Congregational women at Ethel Lovejoy giving the p art of
a paper on "The Lovers” showing
bridge Tuesday afternoon.
Romeo and Mrs. Elizabeth Otis that thought and grace of cor.ctructlon.
of Juliet. T he lines done from mem A group of old English songs were
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., gees
ory were given with beauty. Both sun by Mrs. Gladys Morgan—“Drink
to Augusta today to 'oin her husband
Mrs. Lovejoy and (Mrs. Otis were To Me Only With Thine Eyes,”
for the Governor's ball,
authentically costumed, and merited “Lavender's Blue,” and “Passing By"
Wawenock Club met Monday eve the “curtain calls” accorded them at by Purcell. Mrs. Ellingwood accom
ning with Mrs. Fanny Norton. the close. Mrs. Louise Duff read an panied at the piano. Mrs. Harriette
George Washington featured in the article on Katherine Cornell as Levensaler, Mrs. Helen Orne and
Mrs. Maude Blodgett were appointed
quotations for response to roil call
a committee to study the constitution
and In other contributions offered by
THREE NEW SHOES
and by-laws, to report a t the next
the members. These papers were
meeting. There were 26 members
given—’'Capt. Cook's Discoveries,”
present. The next meeting will be on
Mrs. LeMa Benner, andl "The Island
Monday, March 4, a t the hdme of
of Guam." Mrs. Susie Campbell. The
Mrs. Katherine Derry, with Miss
meeting of next Monday night Will
Josephine Thorndike as leader for the
be with Mrs.. Campbell.
reading of Act HI.
The weekly card party for the
benefit of St. Bernard's parish will be
STONINGTON
omitted Friday, owing to the parish
Dudley Sm ith Sellers
supper which takes place Thursday
Dudley Sm ith Sellers died Feb. 19
at Odd Fellows hall, the first serving
at the home of his daughter Ruth,
to be a t 5.30. The evening entertain
Mrs. Henry Bray in Mountainville.
ment will include a light concert and
He was born on Ames Point, Stoning
beano.
ton, March 25, 1849. and was m ar
ried In 1873 to Esther Isadore Gray,
Mrs. E. E. Knight was hostess to
daughter of Oliver and Lucy (Snow
Thimble Club Monday evening.
man) Gray. No children were born
to this union.
Methebesec Club observes Past
Mr. Sellers, whose first wife died,
Presidents’ afternoon Friday a t the
was married in 1892 to Sarah Miran da
Universalist vestry, each member
Jones, daughter of Isaiah Lord and
privileged to invite two guests. ClemAbigail Ann (Grindle) Jones, this
ence Dane’s version of Rostand’s
marriage resulting in the birth of
play “L'AigSon” will be presented1by
three children: Julia France;, who
Atwood Levensaler as a dramatic
became Mrs. Elmer F. Armstrong;
criticism.
Preceding his reading
Flossie Belle, who was married to
Mrs. Adelaide Lowe will give a group
Hew York-Paris Fashions
of songs with Mrs. E. F. Berry a t the MEAT, practical and British in Bartlett Rcbbins of this town and
feeling is the two-strap, slide died in 1927; and Ruth Violet, Mrs.
piano. Refreshments will be served
buckle,
gypsy vamp sports shoe of rfenry C. Bray.
by the social committee, comprising
white baby Mandrucca shown at the
The family jnoved to this com
Mrs. Angelica Glover, Mi's. Therese
top of the picture, also modish in munity in 1919 and have since made
Mlllett, Mrs. Jane Beach. Mrs. Carrie- tan Norwegian veal leather. Shown
Palmer, Mrs. Linda Horrodks and in the center, the new, four-eyelet their home here. Mr. Sellers was a l
oxford would be smart for the Eas- ways known as “Uncle Dud” on the
Mrs. Elizabeth Davis.
tef- tweedy ensemble In black, island, and Mrs. Sellers often re
Citizens Civic Committee needs brown, or blue kid, its short ap ferred to as “Aunt Dud." Her death
pearance accented by perforations
cash to carry on their work. Your and stitching on vamp and quarter. four years ago was one of the great
purchase of a ticket for the “Oh, The Sabot tie, is the name of the est sorrows of her husband’s life, as
1Doctor" play will assist them, tickets high pump below, chip and comfort they were a truly devoted couple.
40c.—adv.
It
able In white kid. All three of these Mr. Sellers was well regarded by his
new shoes are finished with the fellowmen and passed his life in
Your hardest problem is yourself, modern
m
and practical scuffless heel. peace and happiness.
T E L E P H O N E ................................ 770 o r 794

The Lions Musical Comedy Bound
To Be a “Roaring” Success
Miss Adelaide E. Cross who is
coaching the musical comedy “Oh,
Doctor” to be given under the
auspices of the Rockland1Lions Club
Feb. 28-March 1, has announced the
cast, in the order of their appear
ance:
Dr. Drlnkwater. proprietor of the
Drinkwater Sanitarium, R. U. Clark;
Mrs. Weakly an d iMrs. Crossly,
patients in the sanitarium, Kathleen
Marston and Louise Dolliver; Dr.
Slaughter Dr. Cuttem and Dr. Coffin,
doctors at sanitarium,, Tom Fleming,
Carlton Porter an d Ben Dowling;
Rainbow, colored servant a t sani
tarium, Ted Perry; Bessie, maid at
sanitarium. Grace Rollins; Honor,
pretending to be Glory Drinkwater,
Mary Bird; Madam Chere, her
mother, Vivian Hewett; Glory Drink
water. Dr. Drinkwater's granddaugh
ter, Evelyn White; Pancho, Mexican
cowboy, Fred Nye; Philip, young
ranch owner, Leon White, Jr.; Jim.
from Philip’s ranch, Blake B. Annis;
Bcb. Glory's fiance, Robert Russell;
Cynthia, his cousin, Nathalie Jones.
In addition to this spelendid cast, in
which Miss Bird and Mr. White play
the leads, there will be choruses of
doctors, nurses, patients, visitors,
cowboys, Spanish girls and boys, and
Mexicans.
The general committee comprises
Parker Worrey. Dr. Annis, Robert
Russell and A. C. Jones.
With Miss Cross coaching, the suc
cess of the comedy is assured. With
her background of training at the
New England Conservatory of Music,
a vocalist, pianist, and dancer of
skill, and experience gained the past
year while on the road for Universal
Producing Company, she is unusually
equipped for such work, her talent
and ability further augmented by
great personal charm.
Rehearsals already indicate the en
joyment patrons will have.

)Tenants Harbor D ays
In Dad's diary for 1885 I find the
following: “Jan. 2. Clear and cold.
Thermometer has stood about 12 de
grees all dav and colder this evening.
Jan. 5, H. P. Kalloch leaves for Au
gusta tomorrow morning.”
Which means th at he had been
elected a Representative to the Leg
islature from the District. I do not
know whether he took a seat on the
Republican or Democratic side of the
House. I did not vote for him for
two reasons: One, I w*as not voting
age; two, I w as not a t home at elec
tion time.
So after 50 years St. George again
sent a Representative to Augusta in
January 1935. From what I gleaned
frlim The Courier-Gazette, he sits on
the Democratic side of the House.
Also he is some years older than the
Representative of 1885. Which also
goes to show th a t young men were In
on the Old Deal.
On account of Mr. Kalloch's going
to Augusta, Dad fell heir to his job
of collector and treasurer of the
Third Baptist Church which he held
for 10 years.
Boze
Somerville. Mass., Feb. 17.

COLBY COLLEGE
(By J. W arren Bishop)
*--------------------------------------------- ft
Andther state championship was
won by the Colby hockey team when
it defeated the Bowdoin sextet 5-3.
• • «•
A. Wendell Anderson, a summer
resident of North Haven, tied for sec
ond place in the high jump in the
Colby freshmen-Cony High School
track meet.
• • • *
Catholics, Jews, and Protestants
will be represented at Colby Feb. 26
when Rev. M. J. Ahearn, Rabbi Beryl
D. Cohen, and Dr. Everett R. Clinchy
address the student body a t a meet
ing in the Alumnae Building.
; • • •
“The White-Headed Boy” by Len
nox Robinson will be the next pre
sentation by the Colby dramatic art
class, of April 11.
• • • •
Plans are now being made for a
college cafeteria to be opened next
fall in the basement of Hedman Hail.
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CAM DEN

OUR

There was a large attendance a t
the meeting of the Camden-Rockport
I Lions Club Tuesday evening at Dun
bar's Cafe. A fine dinner was served
and the speaker of the evening was
Dr.
John Smith Lowe. D. D , of the
“Voices” is an interesting maga
zine edited by Harold Vinal, a native Universalist Church In Rockland
whose subject was “Religion Without
of Vinalhaven, now located in New
Intelligence and Intelligence Without
York where he is an important fig
Religion.” His address was an able
ure in literary circles.
(one and without doubt he will be
“Voices" contains verse from new
heard here again in the near future.
pens largely—modern verse, much of
Masonic Assembly will be held to
which is very lovely. There is a long
night a t Masonic hall for Masons and
poem entitled "Abigail” from the pen
their friends. The commitltee In
of Winifred Welles, a strangely mov cludes Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood, Mr.
ing work th at doesn't leave one par and Mrs. J. A. Brewster and Mr. and
ticularly happy. “Uiwcphisticate” Mrs. Frank P. Alexander.
by S ara Henderson Hay is a clever
Mrs. D. J. Dickens Is 111 at her home
bit, and “November Memory” is on Pearl street.
poignantly written.
Mrs. Leo F. Strong entertained at
• • • •
luncheon and contract Monday afterInteresting us most of all are por j noon, honor guests being Mrs. Guy
tions from Mr. Vinal's epic pcem ] Carver of Lincolnville Beach and
“Hurricane" which is now in prepa Mrs. John Clayter, whose birthdays
ration for the press. In these— were celebrated. Luncheon was fol
"Uriel Tempest" and “Epilogue”— lowed by contract. A huge birthday
are realized again the exquisite feel cake was the center of attraction.
for words which this Maine writer Mrs. Carver and Mrs. Clayter re 
possesses, whether it be in poetry or ceived many handsome gifts.
prese. I t is sheer music to read from
News was received this week of the
his verse—to sense his combination death in Brooklyn. N. Y., of James R.
of words, to feel the beauty of flow Small, aged 64 years. The deceased
ing phrase, to view the painted pic spent his boyhood days in this town.
ture he fancies for you in the mind's He leaves to mourn his loss, a wife;
eye. Listen to this:
mother. Mrs. H. C. Small of Glen“When the first sheep were grazing In cove; two brothers, Hubert Small of
your vales.
Gray; Burnham Small of Camden;
O Hurricane, the sea was all there was.
A music sprung from some vast foun and one sister, Mrs. Helen Hall of
tainhead
Of exalted song . . . for namelessness Glencove.
was there
The funeral of Francis Lacombe of
The tides, the heavy tides alone were
beating
Lincolnville Center who died this
At your proud gates, no keel against the
week a t the Eastern Maine General
sand
Broke the long silence, unless to your Hospital in Bangor, was held from
waters
Drirted the fleet canoe, and an Indian Good's funeral home this morning,
sprang
Lithe in the sunlight; otherwise no voice Rev. James F. Savage of Belfast offi
Lifted against the spruces, and no oar
Ghostly and wavering dipped In the dusk ciating. Mr. Lacombe was the son of
To bring a lonely stranger to this Island. George A. Lacombe and beside the
The tempest thundered sometimes, when
father. Is survived by four sisters and
the billows
Woke In the vast magnificent East, and I six brothers.
broke;
The storm leaped to a fugue, the birds'
S arah J., widow of Richmond W
cries blended.
With wind and harp and lyre, that was 1Rice, died Wednesday morning a t
all.
The naked wave washed In against the the home of her son, Fred R. Rice on
fern.
Harrison avenue. She was a resident
A lyric answered like an echo wrung
From a distorted bell, swung between of Bangor for 50 years and resided fo
calms.”
I a short time in Portland before
And again:
coming to this community. She was
"And so you fashioned out of silver and a member of Seaside Chapter. O.E.S.
air
A flute to play on; with a knife of pain Three-Quarter Century Club and the
You carved your temporal Instrument:
; Union Church a t Balboa, Canal Zone.
whittled song
Out of an afternoon and played upon It.” Besides Mr. Rice she leaves another
And hew lovely is this bit:
son. F. H. Rice of Bangor; and a
Against the glass
daughter. Mrs. Maude Farnham of
Of yesterday the notes fell, a bright
Steep Falls. The funeral will be held
fountain

BOOK CORNER

Of splintered bells."

Values! Values!
DRESSES
SWEATERS
BLOUSES

New
Colors
Styles

HATS
<5^

£

r°4
°0

YOURS
FOR
VALUES

Cutler’s

3 6 9 MAIN
STREET

And we who know Hurricane today [ officiating, and burial will be in
can pic.ure this—
Mountain cemetery in the spring.
This Is an Island
Of silence now Once more the sheep . A. B. Stevenson, Jr. attended an
Darrow may know ills evolution,
stand grazing
insurance convention in Boston this
TE N A N T’S H A R BO R
On unmolested slopes, the bluebell
but he couldn t make a monkey out
j week.
shakes
Her frosty bells.”
H. G. Grindle left yesterday for
There is smelt fishing now a t ! of the Blue Eagle.
/ • • • •
t
Washington, D. C.
Georges
River.
T hat Mr. Vinai is a musician is
The Spectator says: One assurance
Oscar
Eastern and Hans INclscn
F R ID A Y
shown over and ever again in his of starting the day aright is a view
writing;—for example, here is this of the rose-tinted radiance cast by a have employment cutting paving in
Connecticut.
from "Epilogue:”
rising sun on the snowclad cliffs of |
A daughter was born Feb. 12 to Mr.
“I stand upon your Island now. Great- Mt. Battle.
Grandfather.
and
Mrs. Theodore Johnson. •
stand where you stood that day of heav
Among those who paid a neighbor- ]
ing water.
Rev.
Perley Miller occupied the
ly
call
on
Albion
Allen
in
rememI
that blustering March. I stand here
and salute you.
pulpit
at
the church Sunday morn
brance
of
his
100th
birthday
anniver
The crested wave rides home and the
crabapples
sary, presenting him with cakes and ing and evening, preaching fine ser
fall In the valleys; In the vocal brake
the birds sing fervent anthems ’tn the other gifts, were Mrs. L. Gould, M rs.' mons.
dusk
Ethereal, the night moves up the West, Roy Brown. Mrs. Cora Pearse. Mr. and ; Mrs. Nettie MacKenzie cf Bridge
like a slow smoke across the level water; Mrs. Everett Payson. Mr. and Mrs. ; port, Conn., and Mrs. Emma K. Tor
the buoy sounds, the Instruments are
Wallace Robbins, Mr. and Mrs. Car- rey have been visiting friends and
playing;
the sea is lifting up Its many voices;
roll Dennison, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest relatives here the past week and a t
the organ of the tides, a requiem
for you. my Sire A dulcimer Is sounding, Johnson, Ralph Hunt, Merton Jo h n  tended the opening cf the Eleanor
the wild wind Is a harp, lyre and zither,
sackbut and deep viola, they are playing, son, Claude Dennison. Bertha Pear.e, Jackson Memorial Library.
singing across the deep dusk for you.
Earl Pearse, Lucy Johnson. Beatrice
William.'’
Representative Charles E. Wheeler
Johnson, Albert Hastings and Everett passed the weekend a t his home here
A portion of “Vcices” is devoted to Dyer. Mr. Allen's grandson, F or returning Tuesday to Augusta.
reviews. One is th a t of “Amaranth" rest Thomas, was also present, as he
H. A. Harris has been confined to
by Edwin Arlington Robinson, an was visiting his grandfather and
the house with a severe cold.
SINCLAIR LEWIS
other Maine writer. Ray C. B. uncle.
Thompson
and
Gardner
have
pro
•••«
Brown, the reviewer concludes by
vided some fine read-clearing this
saying: “In turning from his narra
Montgosncry House And Grill
winter.
tive poems to an essay in subcon
T his town in the near future will
A rthur Siir.gsby is clerking three
scious phantasy. Mr. Robinson has have a hotel in the center of the
exchanged dramatization for ra  town to be known as "The M ont days of each week for Charles E.
tiocination, with a result not wholly gomery House and Grill.” The Wheeler.
The ice left the harbor last Thurs
felicitous. One notes the wonted Camden block will be the location*
N o w A F irst N o '
mastery of rhythm and' catches now and the sign is expected soon and will day after a stay of three weeks. The
and then a melodic fragment, but the be placed In a conspicuous position. lobster fishermen breathed a sigh of
M a
harmony, is wanting. More intelli When completed, the dining room relief when the last flow went by
gence than emotion has gone into the will accmmodafe between 50 and 75 Southern Island.
lines, and' emotion Is the stuff cf persons.
music. Virtuoso he remain;, but this
SATURDAY
Earl Thomas, now in charge of the
SEARSM O NT
time he conducts an orchestra more Nu-Way Sandwich Shop, will be the
pantomimic than sonorous.”
proprietor. A new 24 foot counter
Rural schools are closed for a va
• • • •
with five beer taps is being shipped cation.
Many of us have been reading Vera
from Wisconsin and will- replace the
A Valentine party was held1 F ri
B rittain’s "Testament of Youth."
one now in use. The building has day in the vestry, many young folks
Sydney King 'Russell has thus to say
been thoroughly cleaned and reno attending and delighting in james
of h er “Poems of the War and1After:”
vated and 24 rooms are fitted and and other pastimes.
"In her foreword the author states
ready for u*e. All furnishings are
Hard traveling resulted in a small
th at these poems are published
entirely new and the rooms neat and attendance a t the Ladies' Aid ses
chiefly for those readers of The Tes
attractive. A bright future is pre sion Friday night. At the meeting
tament of Youth who have asked
dicted for the new hostelry.
held recently a t the home of Mrs.
where they might obtain her Verses I
_______
Harriet
Knight nine members were
of V.A.D. If this be so, it seeir.s to
present.
point to. the fact th a t a poet must
• • • •
Capital Squirrels
succeed a t something else in order
Community
Church Notes
to create a demand for his poems,
in N eed o f D entist
Rev. Alfred H. Ives, pa.tor. Morn
however mediocre. He must prove a
Washington. — White House
squirrels need a dentist. They
ing worship a t 10.30, subject. “They
success a t journalism, a t story-tell
are suffering with pyorrhea, gin
shall be comforted;" church school
ing, a t plumbing, or w hat have you.
givitis and plain toothache, pnrk
a t 11.46; Epworth League a t 6.30,
Here is food for thought for the
commission experts said recently.
topic, ‘T he place of lies in our lives."
young American poet. Indubitably
A frisky young squirrel of the
During the next two weeks the
there are a number of poets in the
Coolidge administration died re
regular Bible study c'ass will be con
United States today, who, given the
cently and examination of Its
teeth disclosed the shocking
ducted Tuesdays a t 7.30, having as
chance, could produce a better first
truth.
theme a rapid: review of Hebrew his
volume of verse th an this specimen
TODAY
The White House squirrels are
tory to the fall of their nation. Fol
from a n English writer. Yet there
WILL ROGERS
the most pampered in the world.
lowing this, study will proceed to
is sufficient demand for such poems
in
They are overfed on soft foods
“CO U N T Y C H A IR M A N "
Illustrate how the land of the
as Miss Brittain's some commenda
nnd never gnaw any nut harder
Hebrews changed- hands several
ble enough, some lukewarm, that
than a peauut.
times before the birth of Christ. If
they take precedence, a t least tem
porarily, over native poetry equally Galsworthy also come under these Christians truly wish to know Christ
skilful an d sometimes superior. Find reviews, called “a pale, polite book of they should learn rome things about
the answer, if you are clever. We po-etry by one whose pen was habitu the times in which He lived. An in
Phone R9S
ally employed in fashioning grave and vitation is extended everyone to a t
give it up."
Shows 2:00 6:30 and 8:30
tend' these classes at the parsonage. ' Continuous Saturday 2 to 10:
The '"Collected Poems" of John lovely prose.” How true!
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SEEING FLO RID A
O N A D O LLAR

T H E G R A D E SC H O O L S

M EETINGS A R E O V E R

M any Pupils W ere Not A b
sent In the C am den S treet
Grades

But M emory Of SylvesterG avitt Revival L in g e rs In
N orth W aldoboro

Grades S. P. L 2, 3, 4. Addie Rogers '

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
One week has passed since the
and Grace Cunningham, teachers.
1
close
of the special meetings under
Pupils not absent during entire I
Day by Day diary of D irk Reed of this city who is hitch-hiking
the auspices of the M. E. church,
around Florida, starting out from M iam i with a dollar in his pocket
term : Walter Dodge. Leona Flanders.
conducted by the boy evangelists.
lor a ten-day trip. He is facing exciting adventure and life in the
Albert Smith. S’dney Candage. Elaine J
raw as he investigates the conditions that those who arc stranded in
Burleigh M Sylvester, preacher, and
Florida arc facing as they beat their way back North.
Carroll. Dorothy Day, Alice Fitzgerald,;
Stanton Wells Gavitt, musician and
singer. When the plan was suggested
Port Pierce. Fla.—Here I am the t as well as a ride to this town, Lunetta Gray, Joyce Raye, M abel1
*+++++ •s+++++-s*+++++++++-i-..
divers opinions were advanced. Some
first night out on my jaunt around Luckily I was along, as we had- an- Richards. Clara Yorke. Paul Gross. ;
conscientlou'ly objected for fear
The Courier-Gazette's cross w ordthe State, 110 miles from Miami a t other flat and had to wait until a Marion Bartlett. Donald Day. Marion
enough funds could not be raised to
, puzzle devotees—and there m ust be
the principal fruit shipping port of car came along to borrow some
Fitzgerald. Frances Jones. Margaret J
who
thefie every wcek
compensate the bovs for their labors.
patching
material.
She
was
from
the cast coast. This is being writ
Such fears were soon dispelled by as
ten at the editorial offices of the local Baltimore, about 55, and a school Packard. Grace Smith. Herbert Bra —may be Interested in the next cross
surance from the bovs: "If we can
word
puzzle
contest
to
determine,
the
zier,
Carolyn
Candage.
Florence
CarTnbune. a small daily with a very teacher. Very motherly and gave me
get our feed and gas bill paid, we
roll.
Arthur
Cayton.
Dorothy
Bisbee,
i
country's
champion
solver,
which
much
good
advice.
congenial staff.
shall be satisfied'’.
Passengers a n jo y refreshm ents fro m a la c -i
I should say th a t this hitchhiking Grace Cayton. Albert Grant, Joseph wiU *
Sftturd“5r at
John
I tarted out early this morning as
The new Flying Yankee,
The result was that seldom do we
tr ie buff a t w ith o u t leaving te a ts .
—
1
Wanamaker
auditorium.
This
ev
e
n
t,
business
is
a
cinch.
I
am
sitting
on
planned with just 98 cents in my
Hill. Barbara Mealey. Marjorie Robgp0n50red by the New York Her.
see two hapnier persons take leave of
pccket but tonight I am two-thirds top of the World tonight. I have in
their friends than 6ylvester and
inson. Dorothy Jones. Laura Munro, ald-Tribune in connection with the
w.althy. Struck a bonanza about creased my bankroll, made over 100
Gavitt as thev left for Mr. Gavitt's
Charlotte
Munro.
Carlton
Thurston
annual
convention
of
the
National
miles
and
have
had
my
fill
of
oranges,
two miles out and made one dollar.
home In Rhode L'land with their
Puzzlers League.
With the old cash balance hitting a grapefruit and melons. In fact the and Dorothy Richards.
finances increased by $78.52, and It
. ...
For several years the championmanaging
editor
of
the
paper
has
new high I am treating myself to a
Winners in the Arithmetic races
,
, , '
.
,
seems to me there was never an
| ship was in the possession of a young
35 cent room in M arm -----'s board-, given me a pass to the local fights
are: Grade 4. Leona Lothrop and w m an but jn 1926 a new claiman'
offering rjiore cheerfully given or
ing house beside the railroad tracks, in the auditorium.
j more gratefully received.
From
Leona Flanders tied for first place: for the honor appeared upon the
It's as noisy as F.ank Gardner at a
Fort Pierce is a city of about 10.000
Rhode Island the bovs motored to
Albert
Smith
and
W
alter
Dodge
tied
horizon
of
cross
word
puzzledom
in
bal'. gam?, and smells of corned beef and everyone is a boo.-ter. A special.
i Connecticut where they were sched
and cabbage, but the management edition of the Tribune published to for second place. Grade 3. Ruth j the PerRon °* J Van *
°**r ' an
uled to hold several series of meetings
Carter
first.
Jason
Thurston
second.
O
T*anlst'
resldtn?
in
Mt>unt
Ve™
"
guarantees no vermin, requests that celebrate the opening of a huge new
N. Y He had developed as a hobby
What the result of the special
you do not wash your clothes in the I packing house carried an editorial in Mabel Richards third. Grade 2. John
and relief from musical work con
meetings held here will be no one can
Brann,
Howard
Reed,
Lee
Jackson
bath tub and lets you take a pitcher which the writer predicted that this
siderable rapidity in the solving of
estimate for the end is not vet One
of hot water from the kitchen, so city would be the leading metropolis and Dorothy Bisbee, all tied for first
1puzzles and was urged by friends to
good result was the
bringing
what's the u.e to kick.
of the South in a few years. It is
enter the Tribune's contest for the
together of Christians of all
I arrived here a t 3.30 and looked J growing steadily and from all re- Dorothy Young first. Dorothy Jones , championship and cup But he failed
denominations—Methodists Baptists
the town over. I decided not to ports appears to have great possi- second. Arthur Cayton third.
Congregationallsts. Nazarenes. and
! in that contest because he had in
Thursday afternoon the schools
continue as the weather is very1bilities.
his consummate haste written down
H , , r „ i . . , r l and safely has attained a speed ot Hyatt
Roller Bearing Company,
ethers of no particular denomination.
N ew
D ie s e l
O il
threatening. A visit to the fruit ( The ride up from Miami is not joined in a most enjoyable hour, the ! ABBT when he meant to write ABET
" more than 100 m iles
------.
Fngidaire, Sterling •Products Com
anu—
hour.
There were pilgrims and preachers
pany and others. General Motors,
picking houses wa. interesting as especially interesting. The highway feature of which was a very bounti That single ridiculous extra B prosed
T r a i n G o e s in to S e rv ic e
from Belfast. Camden. Rockport.
On account of its great speed and
. ...
„ ... through its Winton division, prowell as profitable as it supplied my passes through Fort Lauderdale and fully filled valentine box. The con , his nemesis and his ruin. B ut two
flexibility. the daily 700 mile IIIl - , vi(le(J
sppcla|ly (,pglgned
, in N e w E n g la n d
Rockland, all over Waldoboro and
West Palm Beach but the general tents caused much merriment.
r ill |
mea’s for the day.
years later, in 1928. he won the
surrounding towns. Notwithstanding
nerary o l e
ying an e
(horsepower Diesel engine which
Guests this term have been Mrs. championship bevond let or cavil and
enable II to replace at least two
How did I make the dollar? Easy. land cape is flat and sandy w ith
so many cold and stormy nights, all
gives the “Yankee" Ils sm ooth 100By LATTIMER SHAW
regular steam trains each weighAlbert
Grant. Mrs. Lettie Whidden, retained it by winning again in 1932
typical
Florida
foliage.
I commenced my trip with the usual
mile-an-hour speed. Tide W ater is
the meetings were well attended, the
ing
approximately
809.000
pounds
com
plete
revolution
in
fast,
safe
Um! I smell hamburgers from a Stanley Gregory, Mrs. Carl Swanson, Now comes a renewal of the battle
supplying the Veedol lubricants
hitch hiking ‘“chnique that I have
concluding meeting, having the
a
g
a
in
st’.
mere
214.000
pounds
for
,
h)ch
,tg
t<
>
railroad transportation In the
notic?d in my travels to various parts. stand across th e street. I am going and Mrs. Forrest Brazier
for this coveted prize and honor, and
largest crowd that has filled the
the Vankee . In operating costs go gweet(y
Bilent|y
eastern
Cnited
Stales
is
predicted
Recent visitors were Mrs. Earl cross word puzzlers all over the
I stood on a sharp corner where the to blow myself to one of them, go to
church for years, necesitating the
as a result of the successful debut the difference Is equally sharp—the speed.
driver would have to slow down. I the fights and then back to the Jones and Ralph Clark, Mr. Clark ICPUntry will anxiously await the out
of the “Flying Yankee’ this month “Yankee's" 35 cents a mile forecast
'bringing in of extra seats.
The "Flying Yankee" is pro
sang a solo
stood for one-hsflf hour and smiled boarding house and get some sleep,
on the lines of the Boston and ing enormous savings over the 65 claim ed by railroad experts and au
' The meetings were a bit disappointcome of Saturday's contest.
An interesting drawing lesson was J
--------Maine and Maine Central Railroads to 80 cents a m ile for steam train tom otive men as a forerunner of
my prettiest and thumbed my best I There is a bum standing on the
i ing in that there were not more to
operation.
several years since the 1928
Made ol stainless steel, graceful
great fleets of similar trains which
without results. Impatiently I start- corner. Guess I'll go over and talk the making of book-plates Ships
; take a decided stand and step over
ly stream lined into a three-car ar
More than 200 outstanding com are expected to appear In the next
contest the Herald-Tribune submitted
ed up the highway to find a luckier to him and see what his hard luck seemed the most popular design.
the ’'dead line." However, the
ticulated unit on four trucks and panies cooperated In the "Flying few years to change com pletely the
A winter scene graces the sand- (p
cooper the puzzles published
corner.
story is. On second thought I guess
Christian pnople are'thankful for the
weighing only 25% as much as an Yankee" — General Motors. Tide already romantic picture of Ameri
About a mile and a half along a 11 won't because he might bum me for table the work of Earl Lymbumer daily and noted his extraordinary
few who did dare to break away
ordinary three car steam driven 'W ater Oil Company General Elec- can railroading and. In fact, human
I qui<,k "bogie " or solving time over
ccjpe passed by going at a formida- a hamburger and how could I refuse and Richard Young.
traln, the new silvery flyer easily | trie, Winston Engine Corporation, transportation Itself.
from their earthly moorings and
And did the teacher have a sur- the puzzie. This proved the desDair
ble rate of speed. Fortune smi'ed on one of my fellow soldiers of mismuster courage enough to identify
prise!
Right after Christmas, too! | of a mnHon puzzle addicts, and some
n>? and punctured a rear tire. I j fortune.
, themselves with the C hristian people.
TH E CCC C A M P S
a
problem,
he
is
being
hugely
enter
STR A N D T H E A T R E
offered to fix it for the lady driver i I wonder what tomorrow will The desk covered with snow-white skeptlcs disbelieved the possibility of tained. Perhaps it is the intriguing
| Others
have acknowedged
the
------paper
packages.
,
sojving
the
puzzles
in
the
tim
e
given
and d d. She gave me a crisp bill 1bring?
All of the present CCC Camps in Christian way as the rig h t way, but
quality of the diagrams, or perhaps
“Babbitt,” greatest of the Sinclair
The weeds that were covered with and thought there must be some fake
Maine will remain In their present have paused on th e
threshold
artificial snow glisten in the light j jn
cooper's apparent necromancy ; it is the thrill of the unexpected, as Lewis novels which brought to that
—rather an unhappy place. How
when
we
set
’Sown
a
tentative
word
distinguished
author
the
honor
of
location,
during
the
fifth
period
of
“ T H E FA IR Y SH IP”
and make a pretty decoration for our But
writer, standing by in limp
pro?ram except Camps p .54 ever. if the result of these meetings
piano.
- amazement watching him in his 1and find to our delight that it works being the first American to win the thf.
G O R H A M N O RM A I
has been the uniting of Christian
in
with
the
others;
and
perhaps,
too.
Nobel
prize
in
literature,
is
sched,
„
„
A
Voice
From
Far
A
w
a
y
New pupils are Phyllis Blood from I diabolical task, can testify there is no ,
(By Mabel Esancy)
.
.. , .
. .. .
j
and P-60 Representative Moran was hearts the cost of the labors and
there
is
a
quiet
satisfaction
in
the
uled
as
the
feature
attraction
Friday.
O regon
Revives S om e Thomaston and Carrie Colson from Jtrick or magic in it, no special charts j discovery th at our own vocabulary Kibbee has the title role of Bab- informed Tuesday by Robert Fechner, efforts sink into oblivion compared
the McLain School.
no assistants and no foreknowledge
in values. I sincerely doubt if any
H appy M emories
A .pccial Lincoln day service was
Sarah Crisastamo who was in the ! 0{ the puzzie to be solved. In less is fairly extensive and that the doing bitt, a small town realtor whose sue- director of the Emergency Conservaperson in this community will ever be
of
these
puzzles
adds
to
it.
cess
went
to
his
head.
Pompous,
tion
Work.
Camp
P-54
is
on
private
held. T he program, under the
hospital for a throat operation has lhan three minutes he will solve a
Portland. Ore.. Feb. 12.
To
know
something
of
the
inside
of
boasting, gullible, inclined to run a ground in Washington County, near the same as before the meetings, not
returned to school
j puzzle that would require one to three
auspices of the Knox County Club,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
cross
word
puzzle
building
and
solv
little
wild at conventions of the Beddington, and Camp P-60 is a even the Christians: an d I believe
with Mabel Esancy of Union as chair
The drawing lesson has been the hours by the average fan.
I t is a long cry that harks back to making of stencils. 8everal very j His success in solving and building ing may increase your interest in this “Zebras," of which he was an of private camp, in Penobscot County, and hope the change may be for the
man. opened with the singing of
better. God grant it!
ficer. he is taken for a ride by a near Patten.
PrayerI those days when a crowd of us pretty designs have been printed on cross word puzzies is solely the result educational form of entertainment.
“Battle Hymn of Republic
• • • •
W. R. Walter
blackmailing
widow
and
runs
to
his
talents, a phenomenal co-1
was offered- by Earle Achorn. An in-I boys played the game of '‘Ship" doilies, stand-covers and pillows. oj
It
certainly
pays
to
advertise!
A
wife, portrayed by Aline MacMahon,
te esting sketch "From the Soul of amon? the thTee old majestic pine Shields with the letter T have been ordination of eve. brain and han d .!
As measured at the equator one
A student in a certain seminary
couple of weeks ago this column, for help. He gets it. as well as a
intense concentration, a remarkable
Abe Lincoln" by Ura Edith Walker
.R th f
lo[
t0 sewed upon sweaters.
simply as an Item of progressive news, punctured ego. for Aline is able to degree of longitude equals 69 2 miles was asked: "What tribes originally
At last the banner hangs upon the vocabuiary a trained memory and
and Mrs. Ann Asquith was presented I
incidentally mentioned the rejuvena- see through his shams and conceits and represents four minutes of time. inhabited Palestine?"
...
„ .
.,,,,
,
: Austin Farrand. long since departed door. Pink velvet, dark blue letter- ,on?
breaking practice. As a
with Rebecca Miller of Tenants
,
tion of the Madison Avenue line of and loves the big heart behind the A degree of latitude, also reckoned He promptly replied: “T he Hivites,
Harbor as reader. Stanley Gay as ' ^ i s life, in the town of Thomaston. ing (saving “Best Attendance ’), buijder of puzzles he is the most fair- S
transportation by the retirement of vanity that made Kibbee fall for the a t the equator, measures about 68.7 the Perizzites, and th e ‘Parasites;’
Abraham Lincoln, and Beverly Frye The scenes depicted in the verses en- silver braid and fringe. It is reallv minded of all the puzzle builders for
A
miles.
seme of these are still w ith us.”
as Ann Rutledge. The program | cl«ed
™ fresh in my memory as very beautiful. Thanks to Mrs. J. E. ,be reason that he never resorts to the electric cars and substitution of schemes of dishonest politicians be
the very latest in bus construction.
clo ed with Earle Achorn singing if it happened but yesterday, a l Stevens and E. L. Brown for their words that are not to be found in a And whnt do you think resulted? The cause he was flattered by their attent ons. Claire Dodd ha> the role
Istandard dictionary to farfetched
though over 60 years have come and kindness in making it possible.
“Anchored.''
j very first week the volume of pas
of the conniving widow and
gone. There are still living in or
Another new pupil this term is defjnitions. to disingenuous amhigul- sengers more than doubled the
the romantic int*rc t is supplied
near the old town a few of the boys Ruth Mank. from Camden, making , jps or the words that could be
number usually carried even on
Junior high school orchestra played who participated and I thought it total membership 47.
by Glen Boles, as Babbitt's son and
familiar only to those who boast of
: maximum days. If a little casual
several selections in chapel Feb. 15. might be interesting to them as well
Mrs. Thelma Snow substituted Russian. Welsh Greek. Scandinavian,
Nan Gray, portraying his fiancee.
: mention can do that, what will )
Mi s Miriam Andrews, th e director as to many another group of lads while the teacher was absent from Hungarian or Yiddish origin,
j "everlastingly keeping at It" do for ’ Saturday's feature will be "West of
received many compliments on their who followed in our footsteps.
the Pecos," the late.t Richard Dix
school.
| Aside from his occupation as a
I the progressive merchant?
Edwin Rave has returned after an cbUrch organist, choir leader and
fine work.
starring vehicle. The story, from the
A few years ago I visited the old
folk Song lecture-recitalist. Mr
p?n of Zane Grey, shows Dix as
town and one of the first places I absence of three weeks
• • • •
W E D D IN G A N N IV ER SA R IES
Mrs. Maude Blodgett is thanked for cooper builds 18 cross word puzzles
Pecos Smith, a two-gun cowboy who
visited
was
the
scene
of
those
happy
A Valentine party was held Wed
the cards she sent to us. At that cvery week for the Associated Press
was "born under a covered wagon."
nesday night. Valentine games and playtimes in the old pasture. B u t
Observance of wedding annivertime we were reading th e “Great syndicate. These are published every
and has never known any law but
alas,
there
was
no
trace
of
them
and
refreshments were enjoyed by those
Stone Face."
j day o( (he week in a chain of several !saries arose in Germany through the that of a clear conscience and a quick
attending. Among those present I confess to a feeling of keen disap
Many thanks to Mrs. Snow and the hundred morning and evening news- i old custom of presenting a wife with draw. Terrill Lambeth, the girl,
were Helen Stone. Mary Stockbridge pointment and my eyes were dimmed children of Grade 5 for the delicious papcrs yet his identity is unknown ; a silver wreath upon the completion
played by Martha Sleeper, is the
in spite of all- th a t I could do to pre
and Marian Schuman.
! of 25 years of wedded life. As the
to the millions of devotees.
daughter who prefers to be the “ion"
vent it. So great is the disillusion fruit the teacher received while ill.
custom spread other dates also be
■• • •
From the schoolhouse windows Feb
of Colonel Lambeth, a Dixie aristo
ment of great anticipation.
6 could be seen a government boat
As a pointer to cross word puzzle gan to be observed- and now they are: crat impoverished by the Civil War.
Miss Ruth Tewksbury of Camden
T H E F A IR Y S H IP
First, paper; second, calico; third
cutting her way through the ice from solvers he offers these suggestions:
was the guest of Elizabeth Dodge last
When Pecos and the girl meet she
(By F. L Starred)
muslin: fourth, silk: fifth, woed:
the
E
SS
.
wharf.
Washington
State
“Never
hesitate
for
a
word.
If
It
The
poem
“Trees"
finds
quick
response
weekend. Students who visited thenis a young cowboy helping her father
In every corner of my heart;
friends please take notice. You that does not come to mind instantly as sixth, iron; seventh, copper; eighth,
homes last weekend were Katherine For loving them the way I do.
drive a herd of cattle to the Pecos
I've always worshipped them apart
have dandelion greens and roses on you read the definition go on at bronze; ninth, pottery, tenth tin:
True. Hope; Idella Jackson. Waldo
River range.
15th,
crystal:
20th.
china;
25th.
sil
once to the next definition. As soon
your lawn.
when as boy I used to stand
boro. and Mary Stockbridge of Rock And
One of the funniest pair of comics
Besides their trunk In wholesome awe
The sum of $30 was collected in as vou find a word you are positive ver; 30th. pearl; 35th. coral i former
land. Miss Stockbridge had as a M y arms entwined around their waist
teamed for pictures in a long time
I knew what God had made them for “Farm Journal” subscriptions. Now is right put it in immediately. When ly linen); 40th, ruby; 45th. sapphire;
is Sleep’n'eat and Louise Beavers
house guest Miss Eleanor Wise of
we are anxiously awaiting our prizes. you get one word use th e letters in 50th, golden: 55th. emerald; 60th,
Through ages past their bows
both dusky, one long and lean, the
Gardiner.
With Dodge Perfected, Dual>Cylinder Hydraulic Brakes
Have sheltered beasts and men.
We have nearly $12 on our bank that word as clues for the words that diamond; and 75th also diamond.
And made a home for feathered folk
• • • •
other round and jolly.—adv.
cross It. and continue this process
In forest, glade and glen
book.
U S T w h e n o th e rs a r e o ffe r in g th e ir
a n d ease. Its fa m o u s p a t e n t e d F lo a t
Elizabeth Snow of Rockland at It takes me back to th ree great pines
Valentines and snapshots were re throughout the puzzle "
firs t h y d r a u lic - t y p e b r a k e s , D o d g e
in g P o w e r engine m o u n t in g s s m o th er
tended the winter carnival a t New That grew quite close together
The
inner
side
of
every
cloud
Mr.
Cooper
says
there
is
no
ques
ceived from Bertrand McClure of
g iv e s y o u th e e x tr a s a f e t y o f P e r  v ib r a tio n , w h ic h r a c k s o r d in a r y cars
| In Austin Farrand'a" pasture lot
,
x
W
?
Is ever bright and shining;
Hampton Prepatory School, Hamp
fe c te d , D u a l- C y lin d e r H y d r a u lic
Criehaven. The good ship "Hope" is tions to the continuing popularity of
to pieces.
Not far from Georges River.
B ra k e s , p io n e e re d y e a rs a g o b y D o d g e
T h e final w o rd in p r o t e c t io n — the
I therefore turn my clouds about.
ton, N. H.
beyond our comprehension; also the the cross word puzzle There is a
In fancy turned into a ship.
a n d p ro v e d in th e s e r v ic e o f h u n d re d s
fa m o u s D o dge s a fe ty a l l- s t e e l body
Their tree trunks formed the masts.
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And always wear them inside out.
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With sails all set aweBther.
uring was done by Miss Steele. Some
s w e r v in g — th e y g e t t h o u s a n d s o f e xtra
o rg a n iza tio n su c h a s D o d g e — w ith
Since entering the Normal School Mr. And long and dang'rous voyages
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And up aloft we tumbled.
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Mrs. E. L. Toner was a visitor one
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Now vacation—one whole week of
ab o u t to become j To England. France and Spain.
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ite P rescription a Twas there I learned to love a tree.
FACTORY
In childhood’s happy hour,
a 5.
dependable non-al-
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Before Baby Came

(

ro h o lir tonic. Mrs. C larenir Spragur of 452

So lackson St., Batavia. N V., said: “Be
fore inv oldest boy w as born. 1 was run
d o w n - h a d no strength. I used about two bot
tles of Dr Pierre's Favorite Prescription and
it b u ilt m e up. I felt stron ger in every way.”
Write Dr Pierce’s C linic, Buffalo. N. Y.,
for free medical advice. Ask for our free
booklet which describes the Invalids hotel

and gives all particulars of our work here.

A love I never can forget
Of nature's forest bower!

Only one farm in 18 in the United
ONLY POETS
States buys electricity from a public
Everybody dreams of castles in the utility corporation and only one farm
clouds; only poets dare dwell in them. in eight has electrical power of any
—Le B aron Cooke, in The Spur,
kind.
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